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Abstract
With the introduction of the Poly-Silicon gate and the aggressive scaling of MOSFET
dimensions, Poly-Silicon gate depletion is a growing concern for the semiconductor
industry. However, it is possible to further decrease the Poly-Silicon gate's dopant
concentrations and enhance gate depletion effects. By doing so, the effective thickness of
the gate oxide is increased, and the MOS device is capable of withstanding greater
external biases. A pair of large area P+ Poly-Silicon gate PMOS capacitors were
fabricated with various gate dopant concentrations. Both physical and electrical
characterization methods were used to determine the properties of the Poly-Silicon gate
and the MOS capacitor. This data was then used to develop a process and device model in
an effort to simulate the MOS device's C-V behaviour; however, these models showed
only moderate similarities to the characterization data. It is believed that a poor
understanding of the region near the Poly-Silicon gate / gate oxide interface is the root of
the problem.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The global acceptance of the MOSFET for digital integrated circuit design has fueled the
semiconductor industry for over a decade. With this rapid growth, companies sought a
competitive edge, and the industry was forced to aggressively scale the MOSFET to ever
smaller dimensions. From historical trends [1] and The National Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors [2], the industry has utilized and will continue to utilize constant field
scaling.
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Figure 1.1: Gate Oxide and Operating Voltage Scaling Trends. From [1].
Table 1.1: SIA's 1997 National Technology Roadmap. From [2].
1997

1999

2001

2003

Dense Lines (jm)

0.25

0.18

0.15

0.13

Isolated Lines (gm)

0.20

0.14

0.12

0.10

Oxide Thickness (nm)

4-5

3-4

2-3

2-3

Gate RS (2/Q)

4-6

4-6

4-6

4-6

1.8-2.5

1.5-1.8

1.2-1.5

1.2-1.5

Operating Voltage (V)
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It is necessary to scale both quantities in order to maintain the gate oxide reliability
and limit power dissipation. These aggressively scaled devices are found in complex logic
and other high performance circuits. When these circuits interact with other devices i.e.
bus I/O, the demands for voltage and power output are much greater. Unfortunately, the
operating voltage of bus transaction circuitry has not decreased as rapidly as high
performance circuitry. The merging of Bipolar and CMOS technologies into BiCMOS
technology has allowed the Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) to meet the greater power
demands of 1/0. However, this is a costly departure from conventional CMOS technology,
and another technology, Dual Gate Oxide MOSFETs, may be introduced in their place.
A Dual Gate Oxide CMOS technology would offer an additional pair of MOSFETs to
an existing CMOS device library. These new MOSFETs would utilize a thicker gate oxide
than their high speed counterparts. This thicker oxide allows the device to survive higher
voltages and maintain reliability while sacrificing current density and switching time. In
essence, a Dual Gate Oxide technology merges an older CMOS technology with the state
of the art. Although this is a more appealing high voltage device than BJTs, it still forces a
considerable amount of changes to an existing CMOS process technology. Even more
importantly, it requires the introduction of additional thermal processing to an already
stringent thermal budget.
A less common alternative is a Poly-Silicon Depletion (PD) device. Again, a PD
technology would offer an additional pair of MOSFETs to an existing CMOS device
library. These new devices would have a lighter doped Poly-Crystalline Silicon (POLY)
gate than their high speed counterparts. By lowering the gate doping, the devices have a
larger electrical gate oxide thickness than the standard MOSFET. Chapter 2 will explain
how this effect is achieved and its potential impact on MOS device behavior. Instead of
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growing a thicker thermal gate oxide and adding to the net thermal budget, an additional
masking layer shielding the PD devices from the gate implant need only be introduced.
The PD device has attracted the attention of several device engineers at Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC), Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company Ltd.
(TMSC), and most recently International Business Machines Corp. (IBM). Both DEC ([3]
and [4]) and TMSC ([5] and [6]) have already filed patents for their specific PD device
designs. It is unknown whether these companies have chosen to continue their work on PD
devices or if they have any intention of producing their patented devices.
In addition to the work on PD devices at DEC and TSMC, many researchers have
studied the physical and electrical behavior of POLY. The behavior of POLY differs
substantially from single crystal silicon and cannot not be naively modeled as such.
Specifically, POLY's grain structure affects dopant incorporation and distribution
throughout a thin film such that process control is difficult. Both Chapters 2 and 5 will
discuss the nature of these differences, and the difficulties they impose on modeling.
It is the primary goal of this thesis to address the essential figures of merit in the
production and modeling of a PD device. There is a vast amount of data and theory on
POLY; however, much of it has not been collected into a compact model for a
manufacturable PD device. Several researchers have proposed and verified models for
well behaved devices in a research environment; however, these devices are not
representative of what is produced in industry. By collecting existing POLY research and
testing PD devices manufactured at IBM Microelectronics' Vermont production facility, a
hardware verified model will be produced in the hopes of aiding subsequent PD device
production and design.
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Chapter 2
Background
With the introduction of the POLY gate to MOS technology, a MOSFET could be
manufactured with a self-aligned gate stack. The higher melting temperature of silicon
allowed the gate and gate oxide to be patterned sequentially; aligning the gate oxide with
the POLY gate; and reducing the miller (overlap) capacitance. However, these benefits
came at the cost of gate conductivity. For the same film thickness, a POLY gate can be two
or more orders of magnitude less conductive than an aluminum gate. This decrease in
conductivity not only increased the gate sheet resistance, but has the potential to increase
the effective gate oxide thickness, tOXEFF. Coupled with the aggressive scaling of
MOSFET critical dimensions, the POLY gate has had a serious impact on MOSFET
performance.
In traditional MOSFET device design, the depletion of the POLY gate degraded
transistor performance and was considered a parasitic effect. The existence of a small, but
finite depletion region in the POLY gate allows a significant potential drop (VPD) across
the POLY gate that would otherwise fall across the gate oxide (Vox). The reduced Vox
and increased VPD increases the effective electrical gate oxide thickness (tOXEFF), and
lowers the effective gate capacitance (Cox) of a MOSFET. This reduction in Vox can
degrade MOSFET I-V performance considerably by lowering saturation current and
subthreshold slope [7]. In the extreme case, the C-V characteristics of a MOS structure
can diverge considerably from the classical accumulation-depletion-inversionbehavior
[8]. The PD effect was found to improve inverter voltage transfer characteristics and lower
switching output power [9]. Despite the degradation of I-V performance, it is the author's
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belief that the extreme PD effect can be harnessed to produce a useful MOS device for
specialized applications.

2.1 Ideal MOS System
In the ideal MOS system, three materials, a metal, an oxide, and a semiconductor, are
brought together to form a non-linear electronic device. This specific configuration of
material, shown in Figure 2.1, produces the unique electrical behavior that forms the basis
of semiconductor devices. For the purposes of this thesis, discussions of MOS devices will
be restricted to p-channel (PMOS) silicon devices. Although other interesting
semiconductor materials exist, silicon is the predominant and most widely available
semiconductor in use today. The exclusive use of PMOS devices is not significant, but
merely represents the availability of experimental hardware.

Semiconducior

Figure 2.1: Ideal MOS structure

The electrical behavior of the MOS system can be divided into three regions:
accumulation, depletion, and inversion. Figure 2.2 shows the energy band diagrams and
charge distributions for an ideal PMOS system. Further discussion of the ideal MOS
system can be found in most semiconductor device texts such as Muller and Kamins
Device Electronicsfor IntegratedCircuits [ 13].
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2.2 Non-Ideal MOS System
The metal can be any material whose conductivity is sufficiently high i.e. the fermi
level of the material is at the conduction band edge or in the conduction band. In the past,
aluminum has been used as a gate material, but the benefit of self-alignment has driven the
industry to degenerately doped POLY. In order to protect a process against the PD effect
and unnecessary performance degradation, it is important to evaluate the POLY doping
profile. For mild PD effects in POLY gates, the techniques needed for this evaluation are
summarized in I. Debusschere et al. [10]. For the extreme PD effect, chapter 4 describes
the characterization methods required to determine the POLY doping profile. For the
purposes of this discussion, a metal gate will refer to either a true metal or a degenerately
doped semiconductor.
Contrary to the model presented for the ideal MOS system, the surface charge at the
POLY gate/gate oxide interface cannot be modeled as a spatial delta function. The POLY
gate must be modeled as a semiconductor like the silicon substrate, and not assumed to
exhibit electrical properties of a metal. For moderate PD effects, the MOS structure
undergoes an approximately linear loss of inversion capacitance with increased gate bias
[12]. Current circuit simulators based on the BSIM3v3.2 MOSFET model rely on this
linear behavior to accurately model MOSFET electrical behaviour in the inversion regime
[14]. Figure 2.3 illustrates the impact of the moderate PD effect on MOSFET capacitance.
For a metal gate, VGS would equal Vox; VPD would be zero; and the gate has a
negligible impact on the electrical behaviour of the MOS device. When the POLY gate's
fermi level ($PoLY) is no longer at the conduction band edge or in the conduction band,
the POLY gate's true semiconductor nature can be observed with electrical measurements.
The gate is now susceptible to accumulation, depletion, and inversion just like the lighter
doped silicon substrate. The degradation in inversion capacitance, seen in Figure 2.3, is
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caused by depletion region formation in the POLY gate. For moderate PD effects, the
POLY gate's free carrier concentration is still high, and the maximum POLY depletion
depth is small compared to that of the substrate. Hence, the capacitance loss due to POLY
depletion is small compared to the loss due to substrate depletion. In addition, the POLY
threshold voltage (VT,PoLy) will be much more negative than the substrate threshold
voltage (VTSUB) and be outside the MOS device's operating range.
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If the POLY gate doping (NpoLy) is decreased further, the POLY gate's maximum
depletion depth will increase, and VT,POLY will become less negative. When the maximum
POLY gate depletion depth is comparable to the maximum substrate depletion depth, and
VT,POLY is within the operating range of the MOS device, the POLY gate depletion can no
longer be considered moderate. Figure 2.4 illustrates the case of extreme PD, and the
radical departure from the classical accumulation-depletion-inversion of a MOS device.
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Figure 2.5 illustrates the appearance of the gate depletion region at moderate VGS, and the
subsequent POLY gate inversion at higher VGS.
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2.3 The Nature of Poly-Silicon Deposition
With the introduction of the self-aligned POLY gate, process and device engineers have
had to contend with the idiosyncrasies of POLY. Unlike its single crystal or epitaxial
counterparts, the free carrier concentrations are not easily controlled in POLY. The root of
the electrical behaviour problem is the sensitive grain structure of the POLY thin film.
Since the gate oxide is an amorphous material, there is no crystal lattice present for
epitaxial alignment. As a result, multiple nucleation centers develop on the gate oxide
surface and enlarge to form a poly-crystalline grain structure. The frequency of nucleation
is dependent on the energy available for surface diffusion so higher temperatures produce
a coarser grain structure. At low temperatures, the vast number of nucleation centers
produces a fine columnar grain structure. At even lower temperatures, there is insufficient
surface diffusion to produce any grain structure, and an amorphous film results. A more
comprehensive

discussion concerning silicon CVD can be found in Kamins'

PolycrystallineSiliconfor Integrated CircuitApplications [15].
In addition to deposition conditions, the quantity and type of dopant present during
thermal processing will affect the final grain structure of the POLY thin film. For this
discussion, only the impact of boron will be discussed, since it is most relevant to the
available hardware. Although the mechanism is not known, boron does offer slight grain
growth enhancement at moderate doses and high annealing temperatures. However, at the
high doses typically present in a MOSFET POLY gate, there has been no grain growth
enhancement observed [15].
In addition to grain growth modification, dopants can also redistribute themselves
during the recrystallization process. Grain boundaries act as conduits for diffusion and can
increase the effective diffusivity of a dopant though silicon by several orders of
magnitude. The degree of diffusion enhancement lies in the balance between grain
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boundary diffusion and grain diffusion. If grain boundary diffusion far exceeds that of
grain diffusion, the grain boundaries serve to distribute dopant deep into a film where
dopant will begin to laterally diffuse into individual grains. However, if grain boundary
diffusion is comparable to grain diffusion, then little or no diffusion enhancement will be
observed. Almost all dopants experience some degree of diffusion enhancement in the
presence of silicon grain boundaries.
The final consideration during thermal processing is the segregation of dopants into or
out of grain boundaries. Dopant segregation is based on two driving forces, one chemical
and the other physical. If the addition of a particular dopant lowers the melting point of
silicon and hence makes silicon less thermodynamically stable, then it will prefer to
segregate into the grain boundaries. The heat of sublimation, like the melting point, is also
an indication of this segregation driving force. The physical driving force is the relative
atomic radius of a dopant atom to silicon. If the dopant atom is substantially larger or
smaller, it will impose stress on the silicon lattice. Segregation serves as a means to
minimize the lattice stress. In the case of boron, its covalent radius of 0.82A is small
compared to silicon's 1.1A covalent radius. However, boron's heat of sublimation of
130Kcal/mole is very high compared to silicon's 40Kcal/mole. There are two competing
effects, and boron's segregation to grain boundaries is not clear.
The impact of grain growth enhancement, diffusion enhancement, and dopant
segregation on a PMOS device will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. The mechanisms of
these phenomena will not be discussed since they are beyond the scope of this thesis.
However, their observable effects will be analyzed and applied as needed to model our
PMOS device. Again, a more complete discussion of these phenomena in the silicon
system can be found in Kamins' book [15].
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2.4 Electrical Properties of Poly-Silicon
A Grain Boundary (GB) can be treated as a separate material, a two dimensional plane
with its own distinct properties from the adjacent silicon grains (G). Each GB encountered
by a carrier presents both a physical and electrical barrier to surmount in order to continue
along its original trajectory. It represents a discontinuity in the crystal lattice where the
silicon-silicon bonds of one grain do not match those of another. These mismatches form
both electron and hole traps in the silicon bandgap that can capture free carriers and
reduce the net conductivity of the thin film. Not only do the GBs capture free carriers, they
also form potential barriers as high as 0.5eV [15]. Compared to the silicon bandgap of
1.12eV, this is a substantial potential barrier for carriers to surmount. The trapped carriers
alter the localized charge concentrations at the GBs and drive the formation of depletion
regions in adjacent Gs. The exact barrier height is a non-monotonic function of the GB
trap density, grain size (L), and dopant concentrations.

OEPO0BMN TEMurR

M

Figure 2.6: Resistivity of 0.6pm thick POLY films deposited in an
APCVD reactor. The different symbols represented samples
processed at different times. Taken from [15].
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Figure 2.6 shows the intrinsic resistivity of a POLY thin film versus deposition
temperature. From CVD kinetics, it is known that lower deposition temperatures produce
finer grain structures, and higher temperatures produce coarser grain structures. When the
GB density is high, a free carrier undergoes an extreme amount of lattice scattering,
impeding its ability to drift in the presence of an electric field. From Figure 2.6, grain
structure alone can produce a factor of three difference in resistivity. Due to the low free
carrier concentrations, potential barriers are small and do not significantly influence
carrier transport.
When considering the impact of extrinsic carriers, let us assume a constant grain size.
Although the presence of impurities during thermal processing does affect the grain
structure of POLY, it is too difficult to consider the coupled case. To further simplify the
situation, let us assume that both the electron and hole traps are of sufficiently low energy
so that any free carrier encountering a trap will be captured indefinitely. At low dopant
concentrations, the grains are completely depleted of free carriers; however, there are
insignificant potential barriers impeding carrier transport. Only a small concentration of
carriers exist so the grain fermi level is near the intrinsic fermi level, and the quantity of
filled GB traps is also small. This case can be seen in Figure 2.7a where the difference in
G fermi level and GB fermi level is small.
If the dopant concentration is further increased, the GB traps will continue to fill, and
the GB fermi level will increase. At the same time, the G fermi level also increases,
producing higher potential barriers that impede carrier transport. Figure 2.7b illustrates
this case. Eventually, the GB traps will be completely filed at some critical dopant
concentration (N*), and both G and GB fermi levels will be at their maximum. The
potential barrier will also reach its maximum at N*. The necessary dopant concentration
to achieve this state is dependent on the GB trap density (NT) and the GB surface density.
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Both of these parameters are process dependent and cannot be summarized in a unique
figure.

-44W

-I-I

Figure 2.7: The barrier height, VB, increases with increasing dopant
concentration until all the traps are filled. Above the critical dopant
concentration N*=NT/L, it decreases as neutral regions form within
the grains. Taken from [15].

After N* is achieved, the concentration of carriers trapped in the GB remains constant,
and the G fermi level continues to increase. The presence of these additional carriers and
the argument of charge neutrality allows the depletion regions surrounding the GBs to
decrease, lowering the potential barriers for carrier transport. Figure 2.7c shows this final
case, and Figure 2.7d summarizes the behaviour of the potential barrier to carrier transport
as a function of dopant concentration. A more comprehensive discussion of grain
boundary physics and transport can be found in Kamins' book [15].
The ultimate effect of GBs can be seen in Figure 2.8 where the resistivity of a POLY
film is contrasted with an epitaxial film. The nearly linear behaviour of the epitaxial film is
consistent with the ideal model and also representative of an individual grain's electrical
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behaviour. At low concentrations, the GB potential barriers increase linearly to
compensate the linearly decreasing G resistivity, and no net change is exhibited. Once a
dopant concentration of approximately lxl0

16 cm-3

is achieved, the GB traps become

completely filled, and the GB potential barrier reaches a maximum. As dopant
concentrations continue to increase, the GB potential barrier rapidly decreases as the G
resistivity linearly, producing the film's rapidly varying resistivity. It is imperative that
operation in the moderately doped, highly varying regime of POLY electrical behaviour be
avoided. Instead, operation in the highly doped regime where POLY and epitaxial film
behaviour converge will provide excellent process control.

POLY

lox

10*

94

lol

14

ND EW

o

o

a*31

Figure 2.8: The resistivity of polysilicon is much greater than that of
similarly doped, single-crystal, epitaxial silicon. It changes slowly
at low dopant concentrations, but decreases rapidly at intermediate
dopant concentrations and approaches the resistivity of singlecrystal silicon at high dopant concentrations. Taken from [15].
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Chapter 3
Experiment
In order to fabricate a PD device, the series capacitance introduced by the POLY gate
depletion region must be comparable to Cox. Since the dielectric constant of silicon is
approximately 11.7 and silicon dioxide is approximately 3.9, the POLY gate depletion
region must be approximately three times greater than the oxide thickness. If the gate
depletion region is enlarged too greatly, the resistivity of the POLY gate will degrade
beyond a useful level. This precise control of the gate depletion width is heavily dependent
on the dopant introduction, distribution, and activation processes. Ion implantation can
provide the required control over dopant introduction, but dopant distribution and
activation in POLY will depend on several parameters. In order to investigate these
parameters, a set of experimental wafers were fabricated with varying POLY gate
implants. These wafers serve to illustrate the affects of implant dose on the PD effect.

3.1 Technology and Process Overview
In order to evaluate the PMOS PD device, capacitance structures were fabricated at the
IBM Microelectronics' facility in Essex Junction, Vermont. This section will outline the
process technology used to manufacture these devices. However, the structural design of
these capacitance structures will be described in the subsequent section. Although all
necessary parameters will be disclosed, much of the process technology description has
been simplified in order to protect IBM's intellectual property.
The two critical parameters in the fabrication of a PD MOS device are the gate oxide
thickness and the POLY gate doping concentration. In the selected process technology, a
4.Onm gate oxide was grown, and the boron POLY gate implant dose was fixed at 3.5x10
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15

cm- 2 for the PMOS device. The variation of the POLY gate dose will be discussed in the
following section.
The process begins with a P- substrate where Shallow Trench Isolation (STI) is used to
define the active device regions. For the PMOS devices, the channel region is prepared
with a phosphorus implant where the STI serves as an ion implantation mask. The N-type
diffusion well is formed after a high temperature activation anneal. After drive-in, a
nominal 3x10

17 cm-3

active phosphorus concentration can be found in the channel region

extending uniformly deep into the substrate. A 4.Onm thermal gate oxide is then grown
over the active device regions, followed immediately by a 200nm thick POLY thin film
deposited at 625 0C in a LPCVD chamber. The POLY gate doping, gate oxide thickness,
and substrate doping yield a nominal -0.345V PMOS threshold voltage.
The conditions of the POLY deposition are critical to the modeling of the PD device.
From previous research [15], we know that these conditions will produce a fine columnar
grain structure. However, it is the final grain structure of the POLY, after all thermal
processing, which will determine the PD device electrical behaviour. Transmission
Electron Microscopy (TEM) was used to characterize the POLY gate morphology, and the
results are discussed in the following chapter.
After POLY deposition, the POLY thin film and gate oxide are patterned to form the
gate stack. An initial 4x10 14 cm-2 boron implant and 1000 0 C drive-in anneal is performed
to pre-dope the gate. Then a series of low temperature processes follow the gate stack
formation in order to form spacers. The spacer formation is not of particular importance
and will not be included in this discussion or the process model; however, the
contributions to the thermal budget must be included in the process model. In addition,
any films deposited or grown on the POLY gate will affect subsequent implants and
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modify the net dopant concentration in the POLY gate. The parameters required for an
accurate process model are pursued more aggressively in chapter 5.
After spacer formation, the P+ source and drain are formed with a 3.5x1015 cm-2
boron implant and driven-in with a 1000*C Rapid Thermal Anneal (RTA). The P+ Source/
Drain bounding the PFET capacitor are identical to the source or drain of a true PFET. The
POLY gate is doped P+ by the same implant and activated by the same RTA. Any
remaining films are then stripped off the POLY gate and diffusion well surfaces in
preparation for salicide formation. Contact to the salicided POLY gates is made through
tungsten studs and aluminum metallization.

3.2 Test Structure Overview
Each wafer contains several sets of devices that are used to gauge the accuracy of various
processing steps. A set of devices will be referred to as a macro, and a unique set of
macros will be referred to as a die. These die appear with regular horizontal and vertical
periodicity across the wafers surface so that across wafer variations can also be monitored.
The location of each macro within each die is consistent so that each macro has a
consistent horizontal and vertical periodicity equal to that of the die.
For this research, an approximate die size of 15.7mm by 20.8mm (horizontal and
vertical length, respectively) provides 84 usable die across an 200mm wafer. Of these 84
die, 18-20 die were selected from various locations across the wafer. The pattern of
selection can be seen in Figure 3.2. The die closest to wafer center was not included,
because this die is used for probe alignment by the electrical characterization equipment.
Repeated probing of these structures for alignment will cause substantial damage to the
test structures. The details of the characterization equipment will be discussed in
Appendix A.
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Figure 3.1: Die Sampling Pattern

In order to perform the necessary electrical and physical measurements, two PMOS
capacitors were selected from the available macros. The first capacitor is an area structure
(38116 jm 2 ) bounded by STI, and the second is a smaller area structure (7920 Rm 2 )
bounded by P+ Source/Drain. The STI bounded capacitor will be referred to as the PTOX
capacitor since it was designed as a gate oxide thickness monitor. Since this structure is
not in the proximity of any minority carrier source such as a P+ Source/Drain, it will not
exhibit quasi-static/low frequency inversion, only high frequency inversion. The P+
Source/Drain bounded capacitor will be referred to as the PFET capacitor due to its
structural similarity to a P-MOSFET. The P+ Source/Drain adjacent to the PFET capacitor
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is identical to that of a P-MOSFET for this process technology. The PFET capacitor was
also designed as a gate oxide thickness monitor, but to operate in inversion, not
accumulation. The two devices allow the characterization of a PD MOS capacitor over the
complete range of operation.

Aluminum Contact

Figure 3.2: Structural Diagram of the PTOX capacitor

I

Aluminum Contact

I

Figure 3.3: Structural Diagram of the PFET capacitor

It is important to note that the PFET capacitor was designed to operate in the inversion
regime only and is incapable of being accumulated. From Figure 3.4, we can see that the
PFET capacitor lacks a contact to the N-type substrate. However, electrical contact can be
indirectly made through the adjacent P+ Source/Drain. As a consequence, a diode junction
is present at one terminal of the PFET capacitor. During characterization, the POLY gate is
positively or negatively biased with respect to the substrate. When the structure is
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positively biased, the diode is reversed bias, and the structure is forced to a low
capacitance state, dominated by the diode's depletion capacitance. When the structure is
sufficiently negatively biased, the diode is forward biased, and charge can pass from the
contact to the gate oxide interface. In addition, some charge will be stored by the diode
junction, but its contribution is minimal when compared to the area capacitance. Since
charge can pass through the diode junction, the diode capacitance and the MOS
capacitance are expected to sum in parallel, not series.
The selection of large area structures was based on a single assumption concerning the
grain structure of the POLY gate. Previous process technologies and research [15] have
shown that the ultimate grain size is dictated by the thin film thickness. If a 200nm film is
deposited, then approximately 200nm wide grains will exist after sufficient thermal
processing. Any subsequent thermal processing will not significantly alter the grain
structure of the POLY thin film. It is also known that grain growth is heavily dependent on
the impurity concentration present in the thin film. Since the POLY gate doping
concentration is varied throughout the experiment, POLY gates with a lower doping
concentration are expected to have a finer grain structure. If the POLY grain structure is
sufficiently fine, then a large area structure and a minimum feature structure will contain
the same average grain boundary area. This allows the selection of the preferred large
structure for characterization without regard to possible localization effects. Since the
large area structure has a larger net capacitance and a small perimeter component, the area
capacitance dominates over any perimeter or parasitic capacitances. Chapter 4 presents the
TEM data that verify this assumption.
No structure was selected to monitor POLY sheet resistance since all horizontal POLY
surfaces border a low sheet resistance polycide. Even if polycide did not exist on all
horizontal POLY gate surfaces, a sheet resistance measurement would only yield an
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average carrier concentration throughout the POLY gate. It has not been established that a
uniform doping concentration or uniform dopant activation exists in the POLY gate.

3.3 Experimental Wafer Sets
The process outlined in the previous sections represent the process flow for one wafer set.
In order to characterize the dependence of the extreme PD effect on MOS capacitance, the
POLY gate doping was decreased in quarter decade increments. Although ion
implantation has much finer resolution, the use of a finer increment would not have
produced a substantial variation in the POLY gate doping profile. Even if electrical
characterization methods could illustrate significant behavioural

differences, the

resolution of SIMS would limit the ability to discern differences in the physical doping
profile. It is the intent of this research to examine the whole spectrum of PD device
behavior, not to produce a finished product. Before a PD device can be a standard offering
in a CMOS process, additional experimental wafers will have to be fabricated to determine
the exact electrical characteristics desired.
The data presented in this study was produced from 17 wafers fabricated in two
separate lots. The composition of these two lots is summarized in Table 3.1. The PSDO (4
of 6), PSD1, and PSD2 wafer sets were fabricated in the first lot. After completing
electrical characterization, additional PSDO (2 of 6), PSD3, and PSD4 wafer sets were
fabricated in the second lot. For convenience, the first lot will be designated Lot A, and the
second lot designated Lot B. Wafers in both Lot A and Lot B were fabricated with the
PSDO implant dose, and they are designated PSDO-A and PSDO-B, respectively. The data
from PSDO-A will be presented throughout this thesis, and the data from PSDO-B will be
used to correlate Lots A and B in Appendix B. All parameters of the process remained
identical throughout all wafers sets except for the Source/Drain/Gate implant dose.
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Table 3.1: Experimental Wafer Sample Set
Wafer Set

Dopant

Energy

Dose (cm-2 )

Quantity

PSDO-A

Boron

1OKeV

3.5x10 15

4

PSDO-B

Boron

1OKeV

3.5x10

15

2

PSD1

Boron

1OKeV

1.0x10

15

1

PSD2

Boron

1OKeV

5.0x10 14

2

PSD3

Boron

1OKeV

7.5x10 14

4

PSD4

Boron

1OKeV

2.5x10 14

4
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Chapter 4
Characterization
Unlike single crystal or epitaxial silicon, a POLY thin film's morphology is heavily
dependent on the impurities contained within it and vice versa. Previous research
summarized in Ted Kamins' book, Polycrystalline Silicon for Integrated Circuit
Applications [15], has shown that the sequence of dopant introduction and thermal
processing is critical to the final physical and electrical characteristics of a POLY thin
film. As both dopant concentrations and thermal processing decrease, the driving force for
recrystallization also decreases. Without recrystallization, the POLY thin film retains its
original as-deposited grain structure; grain boundary area is high; and little dopant is
electrically active. Conversely, if both the dopant concentrations and thermal budget are
sufficiently high, then there is significant recrystallization; grain boundary area is low; and
more dopant is electrically active. However, the relationship between dopant concentration
and grain structure is not well behaved, and the only recourse is a suite of characterization
methods designed to probe the POLY gate.

4.1 Physical Properties: Grain Structure
In order to assess the impact of the grain structure on process and device modeling,
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) cross-sections of the POLY gate were obtained
from the Chip Failure Analysis (CFA) lab in Essex Junction, VT. Since the resources of
this facility are limited, a single sample from each experimental wafer set was selected.
Previous studies conducted by IBM engineers have shown that across wafer and across lot
non-uniformities are minimal. An appropriately selected, single sample can be an accurate
representation of the experimental wafer set. If the grain structure proves sufficiently fine,
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then the grain boundary areal density is equal for a large area capacitor and a minimum
feature capacitor. For this particular process technology, a minimum channel length device
(0.25gm x 4.00gm) with a 4.Onm gate oxide would have an estimated gate capacitance of
8.6fF. Even with state of the art equipment, capacitances on this order of magnitude are
difficult to characterize, so the use of a large area capacitor would be of great benefit.

Figure 4.1: Cross section TEMs of 0.6gm-thick films deposited in a
LPCVD reactor at 6250 C. The initial columnar structure of
undoped POLY films (a) changes little when they are annealed (d).
Phosphorus doping increases the grain size (b), which is further
enlarged by additional annealing (c). Taken from [15].
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From previous process technologies and research, a columnar grain structure spanning
the entire thickness of the film is anticipated. Figure 4.1 is an excellent illustration of a
POLY thin film's grain structure deposited under similar process conditions. The 600nm
thick film, deposited at 6250 C in a LPCVD reactor exhibits vertically oriented, columnar
grains extending from the gate oxide surface to the top of the film. Since our process
technology deposits undoped POLY, the same fine grain structure seen in Figure 4.1 a is
expected to be seen. Unlike the phosphorus enhanced grain growth observed in Figure
4.1b and 4.1c, heavy boron concentrations do not enhance POLY grain growth during
annealing. Therefore, the large variations of the POLY gate implant dose in each
experimental wafer are not expected to alter the grain structure significantly. Although our
process technology maintains a lean thermal budget, Rapid Thermal Anneals (RTAs) at
high temperature used to activate implanted dopants are known to cause significant grain
growth in POLY thin films. Considering the effects of boron and RTAs, a fine, columnar
grain structure, similar to Figure 4.1d, is expected.
In order to assess the average grain size, the simple "grain-boundary-crossing"
technique, presented in [15], will be employed. For a given sample micrograph, the
number of grain boundaries intersecting a line parallel (n) to the POLY gate film is
determined. If the magnification factor (M) and the micrograph dimensions (L) are known,
the average grain size (Lg) can be determined using Equation 4.1. The a pre-factor is
determined by the assumed geometry of the grains. Since a columnar grain structure is
anticipated, grains of a parallelepiped geometry will be assumed, and a is reduced to
unity. Difficulties will arise when trying to estimate the number of grain boundaries and
the grain size since the grain structure may show considerable vertical variation.

Lg = a(L
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(4.1)

The experimental wafer sets were fabricated in two separate lots separated by
approximately 6 months. Again the earlier lot is designated LOT A, and the later, LOT B.
During this period of time, any changes to the POLY thin film deposition equipment are
not known. The TEMs serve as a means to quantify any differences in grain structure
between these two lots. Figure 4.2 is a TEM cross-section of a PSDO-A wafer. Although it
is difficult to identify grain boundaries, the TEM has resolved two key issues. First, the
grain structure is much finer than the photolithographic minimum feature. Table 4.1
summarizes the grain sizes for all experimental wafer sets. The use of a large area
capacitor should be representative of the POLY gate's true electronic properties. Second,
LOT A wafers (PSDO-A, PSD 1, PSD2) exhibit a finer grain structure than LOT B wafers
(PSD3, PSD4). The variations may be great enough to impact dopant redistribution and
activation during thermal processing.

Figure 4.2: TEM cross-section of a PSDO-A wafer
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Table 4.1: Experimental Wafer Set Grain Size Summary
Wafer Set

L (mm)

M

n

1(nm)

PSDO-A

164

6.1x10 5

5-7

38-54

PSD1

169

6.2x10 5

5-7

39-55

PSD2

162

6.0x10 5

5-7

39-54

PSD3

229

8.5x10 5

4-5

54-67

PSD4

226

8.4x10 5

3-5

54-90

It is important to note that the grain boundaries are difficult to identify, and the
numbers in Table 4.1 represent a range of possible values for this reason. Improved
contrast and resolution can be achieved with research grade equipment; however, Figure
4.2 and Figure 4.3 represent the highest quality images available at IBM's CFA lab in
Essex Junction. Upon further inspection, LOT A does not exhibit the true columnar grain
structure anticipated. From Figure 4.2, a two layer grain structure is visible with one layer
nucleating from the POLY film's upper surface, and the second nucleating from the POLY
film's bottom surface. In Chapter 5, the implications of this structure on process modeling
will be considered. Figure 4.3 contains TEM cross-sections from the four experimental
wafer sets with PSD1 and PSD2 belonging to LOT A, and PSD3 and PSD4 belonging to
LOT B. Both LOT A experimental wafer sets have grain structures consistent with PSDOA, and both LOT B wafers are consistent with each other. LOT B's grain structure more
closely resembles the anticipated columnar grain structure.
From Chapter 2.3, boron is not known to enhance or retard grain growth during
thermal processing. If this is the case, then the variations on grain structure can be
attributed to changes in deposition conditions or equipment. A span of 6 months had
elapsed between the fabrication of these two lots, so it would not be unreasonable to
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assume such a change occurred. Further characterization is needed in order to quantify this
variation's impact on device behaviour.

(B)

(A)

(C)

(D)

Figure 4.3: TEM cross-sections of experimental wafer sets (a) PSD1, (b)
PSD2, (c) PSD3, and (d) PSD4.
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In addition to grain size, TEM provides a convenient opportunity to verify the POLY
gate's thickness. Due to the fine grain structure, a high surface roughness can be observed
in any of the micrographs presented in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. Also in these micrographs is a
dark film, covering the upper surface of the POLY gate, representing the refractory metal
silicide. It is expected the refractory metal will serve as an electron absorber, and hence, it
will appear black due to the lack of transmitted electrons. When measuring the film, the
POLY gate thickness ranged from 170-190nm compared to the as deposited 200nm. Since
the refractory metal is expected to diffuse into the POLY gate to form the silicide, the
silicide layer displaces a portion of the original POLY volume, so it is reasonable to
include its thickness in the measurement. The remaining 10-30nm difference in POLY
gate thickness can be explained by non-uniformities in the POLY deposition process and
various sacrificial films grown during processing.

4.2 Physical Properties: Dopant Profile
In order to determine the distribution of dopant in the POLY gate, Secondary Ion Mass
Spectroscopy (SIMS) cross-sections were obtained from IBM Microelectronics' SIMS lab
in Essex Junction, VT. Like the TEMs, only a single sample was deemed necessary to
represent each experimental wafer set. Although we have seen variations in POLY grain
structure, these variations do not depart significantly from previous research or each other.
It is important to note that SIMS does not provide any information on the 2D location of
dopant within a thin film. Dopant captured by grain boundary traps cannot be
differentiated from dopant incorporated into the grain structure. However, the physical
dopant profile does provide an indirect means of assessing the grain structure. From
Chapter 2.3, grain boundaries are known to enhance diffusion of boron through POLY thin
films. If the grain structure variation observed in Section 4.1 is significant, the physical
doping profiles of LOT A and LOT B wafers will be different. Section 4.4 will attempt to
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extract the active dopant profile through the film and most importantly, in the proximity of
the gate oxide.
Before proceeding, it is important to assess SIMS's ability to accurately characterize a
POLY thin film. A grain size comparable to the ion beam diameter used during SIMS
could yield anomalous measurements. The previous section has shown that the average
grain size is approximately 50nm compared to an ion beam diameter on the order of 1lOm. Again, the fine grain structure has allowed the use of a "macroscopic" device to
accurately characterize the POLY thin film behaviour. Finally, the ultimate resolution of
commercial SIMS equipment is approximately 5x10

14 cm-3

[16], a concentration level far

below the doses and necessary resolution anticipated in the POLY thin film. In addition,
the doping concentration near the gate oxide interface is most relevant to PD effects;
however, SIMS has been known to have problems near interfaces. Examining the overall
behaviour of the SIMS profile and the estimated POLY depletion depth obtained in
Section 4.3, the validity of the dopant profile near the gate oxide can be determined.
The grain structure plays a key role in the redistribution of dopant during high
temperature processing. Although there are only a few seconds of high temperature
(>10000 C) processing, it is expected that Transient Enhanced Diffusion (TED) and Grain
Boundary Enhanced Diffusion (GBED) will be primary mechanisms for dopant
redistribution. If the dopant profile does not deviate significantly from the low energy asimplanted profile, the POLY gate will show poor electrical characteristics at the POLY/
Si0 2 interface, and a functional MOS device will not be produced. Table 4.2 shows the
anticipated dopant concentrations in the gate if the dopant were uniformly distributed
throughout the 200nm thick POLY film. In addition, the ideal model assumes that no
dopant is lost during processing; however, several oxidation steps may have leached some
dopant out of the POLY gate, and several thermal processing steps may have resulted in
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some dopant evaporation. With these considerations, SIMS plays an important role in
accurately determining the final dopant profile in the POLY gate.

Table 4.2: Ideal POLY Gate Dopant Concentrations
Wafer Set

Source/Drain/Gate
Dose (cm-2 )

Other Implant Doses
(cm-2 )

POLY Concentration
(cm-3 )

PSDO-A

3.50x10 15

4.00x10 14

1.95x1020

PSD1

1.00x10 15

4.00x10 14

7.00x10 1 9

PSD2

5.00x10 14

4.00x10 14

4.50x10 1 9

PSD3

7.50x10 14

4.00x10 14

5.75x10 19

PSD4

2.50x10 14

4.00x10 14

3.25x10 19

Figure 4.4 summarizes the SIMS dopant profiles of all five experimental wafers sets.
At first glance, the SIMS profiles may seem erroneous since PSD3 and PSD4 show greater
dopant concentrations than PSD1 and PSD2, respectively, despite their deficiencies in
implant dose. It has already been established that LOT A and LOT B exhibit significantly
different grain structures; however, the grain structure does not appear to provide an
explanation. Since LOT A wafers had a finer grain structure, we would expect greater
GBED to produce flatter dopant profiles and higher concentrations at the gate oxide
interface. In addition, comparisons with the ideal dopant concentrations presented in Table
4.2 place the SIMS dopant concentrations well below that of the ideal gate concentrations.
Since there is no barrier film encapsulating the gate during thermal processing, the
substantial loss in dopant can be attributed to evaporation or "out-gassing". However,
evaporation does not fully explain how the greater implant doses in sets PSD1 and PSD2
were depleted.
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Figure 4.4: SIMS dopant profiles

Table 4.3 reorders the wafer sets in decreasing net implant dose and summarizes some
statistics concerning the dopant loss for each wafer set. There is no observable
mathematical trend in the dopant loss, but dopant loss is greatest with greatest initial
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implant dose. This is reasonable since we expect a greater driving force for evaporation
and "out-gassing" with increasing surface concentration. If the driving force was large, the
same grain boundaries that rapidly distribute boron throughout the POLY film could just
as rapidly allow the film to be depleted of dopant. The largest dopant loses were suffered
by PSD2 and PSDO-A which have greater grain boundary area; however, PSD1 of LOT A
did not exhibit this behaviour. It is important to note the possible errors involved with
numerically integrating the SIMS profiles. From Figure 4.4, the POLY gate thickness is
approximately 150nm, somewhat thinner than observed in the TEMs. One of the crucial
parameters of SIMS is the ion mill rate, the parameter that controls the depth axis.
However, even if the horizontal axis were expanded by 20% to set the gate thickness from
150nm to 180nm, the same relative loses would be observed.

Table 4.3: SIMS profile differences
Wafer Set

Implant Dose
(cm

2)

Integrated Dose
(cm

2)

Loss
(cm

.

2)

15

9.01x10 14

3.00x10 14

0.769

PSD1

1.40x10 15

5.88x10 14

8.12x10 14

0.580

PSD3

1.15x10

15

5.50x10 14

6.00x10 14

0.522

PSD2

9.00x10

14

2.17x10 14

6.83x10 14

0.759

PSD4

6.5x10 14

2.45x10 14

4.05x10 14

0.624

PSDO-A

3.90x10

Despite the unusual outcome of the SIMS profile, they do reveal a well-behaved and
smooth dopant distribution throughout the gate. TCAD simulators have progressed
substantially in the last decade, but they are not without limitations. It is doubtful that
simulation will be able to predict the dopant losses and the relative concentrations of the
experimental wafer sets. However, chapter 5 will demonstrate that such a dopant profile
form is reasonable and predictable through TCAD simulation. If the POLY depletion
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region is confined to the first 20nm, the dopant profiles could be linearized for simpler
device modeling. Since no further characterization methods could reveal any additional
explanation for the variations in the dopant profile, these results are carried forward on a
strictly empirical basis.

4.3 Electrical Properties: Gate Capacitance
In order to examine the PD effect and assess its impact on MOS device behaviour,
capacitance-voltage (CV) sweeps were performed on numerous devices. In addition, these
measurements will provide an estimate of the POLY gate depletion region width (tpOLy)
and the accumulation oxide capacitance (COX,Acc). Section 4.4 will detail the calculations
needed to extract the POLY gate doping from the CV measurements. These measurements
were performed on a automated wafer characterization system utilizing an HP4284A LCR
meter. The HP4284A is capable of providing both the AC and DC bias necessary to
perform a high frequency CV measurement. For the data presented in this section, a
10KHz, 50mV amplitude AC signal was utilized. It is believed that a 10KHz frequency is
sufficiently low to accurately observe PD effects. Appendix A contains a detailed
discussion of this system's configuration and operation. In addition, the automated nature
of these measurements allows a large set of devices to be sampled. The statistical analysis
of this large pool of CV data is left to Appendix B.
Figure 4.5 summarizes the PFET capacitor CV measurements obtained for all five
experimental wafer sets. Due to the parasitic diode junction, the PFET capacitor can only
be negatively biased and provide relevant information. The CV behaviour is consistent
with anomalous data obtained by Lu et al [8]. In these cases, the gate can no longer be
viewed as a quasi-metallic material, but as a semiconductor capable of accumulation,
depletion, and inversion. From the previous section, the POLY gate dopant concentrations
decrease from PSDO-A, PSD3, PSDL, PSD4, to PSD2. With decreasing dopant
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concentrations, PD effects become more pronounced, and the CV behaviour diverges
further from the norm. Figure 4.5 can be divided into three regions: 1) substrate inversion,
2) gate depletion, and 3) gate inversion.

-4

-2

-3

Gate Voltage VGB (V)

-1

Figure 4.5: Inversion capacitance of PD MOS devices
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Figure 4.6: Accumulation Capacitance oF PD MOS devices

Substrate inversion (VTsx) is observed near VGB = -0.5V, but each wafer set shows
some deviation despite constant substrate dopant concentrations. At a given VGB,
increasing PD effects cause less potential to be dropped across the gate oxide compared to
the control, and the substrate's inversion is delayed until sufficient voltage can be dropped
across the oxide. As VGB is further decreased, the CV curves enter the gate depletion
region. Just as the substrate's depletion decreases the gate capacitance, gate depletion is
responsible for the degrading gate capacitance after substrate inversion. It is important to
note that gate depletion occurs during substrate depletion, not only after substrate
inversion. Figure 4.6 show the PTOX capacitor CV behaviour in substrate depletion for
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the various experimental wafer sets. Again, the variation in gate capacitance corresponds
to the dopant concentrations in the POLY gate. A higher dopant concentration in the gate
produces a more ideal, sheet charge in the gate, and PD effects are observed at lower VGB.
The final region of CV behaviour is gate inversion, and the variations due to gate
dopant concentrations are equally pronounced as in gate depletion. With decreasing
majority carrier concentrations, minority carrier concentrations increase allowing the
semiconductor material to more easily invert. SIMS has shown that PSD2 wafers have the
lowest gate dopant concentrations, and they exhibit the most severe gate depletion and the
earliest onset of gate inversion. At the same time, PSDO-A wafers with the highest gate
dopant concentrations exhibit the traditional CV behaviour where gate depletion and
inversion are barely visible.
Since the CV behaviour is both reasonable and corresponds to previously published
literature, the accumulation gate oxide thickness (tOX,ACC) can be determined from
COX,ACC. The effective electrical gate oxide thickness (tOX,EFF) is typically calculated in
the accumulation regime due to the anomalous behaviour observed in inversion. In order
to better extrapolate the accumulation capacitance, the inverse capacitance is plotted
against inverse gate bias. Since accumulation capacitance should converge to tOX,EFF with
increasing VGB, it is desirable to find the gate capacitance at an infinite VGB. Although
this is not possible experimentally, it is possible numerically to obtain this value, if we
assume the accumulation capacitance is linearly approaching COX,ACC. By plotting the
inverses, both infinite VGB and COXACC are represented by zero. All that is required is a
least squares fit to the inverse gate capacitance at low VGB- 1, and the resulting y-intercept
represents COXACC- 1 . The intercept is then normalized with respect to the PTOX
capacitor area, and then used to calculate tOX,EFF. This fitting process is demonstrated in
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Figure 4.7 for PSDO-A, and the results of its application to the remaining experimental
wafer sets is summarized in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: tOX,EFF calculations summary

Wafer Set

Slope (VpF- 1 )

Intercept (pF-1)

COX,ACC (pF)

tOX,EFF (A)

PSDO-A

1.2564

2.8384

352.3

50.0

PSD3

1.3885

2.8300

353.4

49.9

PSD1

1.4199

2.8241

354.1

49.8

PSD4

1.5354

2.7904

358.4

49.1

PSD2

1.5305

2.7881

358.7

49.2
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During gate depletion, the electrical behaviour of the MOS device can be represented
by two capacitors in series, shown as Equation 4.2. The gate oxide capacitance (Cox) is
the first, and the gate depletion region (CpD) is the second. This simple representation
allows the estimation of the gate depletion region depth, shown as Equation 4.3. Since an
estimate of the gate depletion capacitance is all that is required, the contribution due to the
substrate depletion region and inversion layer will be neglected. The use of a device
simulator in Chapter 6 will complete the analysis of all contributions to the gate
capacitance.

COXCPD
-

CGD

-

COX~ + CPD

KsiAS 0
CGD

Ksi

KOX

(4.2)

(4.3)

Table 4.5 summarizes the estimated gate depletion depths determined from the simple
dual capacitor model. In order to estimate the maximum gate depletion depth, the lowest
gate capacitance was extracted from the gate depletion region of Figure 4.5. Using the
effective gate oxide thickness, this formulation yields gate depletion depths no greater
than 80A. If the physical gate oxide thickness is used, gate depletion depths are found to
exceed 100A. The use of TOX,FF is preferred since it includes some impact of the
substrate. In either case, the gate depletion depth is substantially smaller than the gate
thickness and remains in the region closest to the gate oxide. From Figure 4.4, the dopant
concentration near the gate oxide interface is relatively uniform, which could simplify the
device modeling problem considerably.
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Table 4.5: Gate depletion depth summary
Wafer Set

Area (jm

2)

t 0 x (A)

VGD

CGD

tPD (A)

PSDO-A

7920

50

-3.6

52.56

6.1

PSD3

7920

50

-3.0

46.29

27.2

PSD1

7920

50

-2.7

44.29

35.2

PSD4

7920

50

-2.3

38.01

65.9

PSD2

7920

50

-2.1

36.40

75.4

4.4 Electrical Properties: Active Dopant Profile
The P+ POLY gate implants were selected to ensure that the grain boundary traps would
be saturated, and the POLY gate resistivity would be similar to single crystal silicon. From
the discussion in Chapter 2.4, this heavily doped regime offers the best control over the
POLY gate resistivity and hence, free carrier concentrations. With the introduction of
finely grained POLY gates and the advent of rapid thermal processing tools, SIMS is not a
sufficient indicator of active dopant concentrations in the gate. In addition, the shallow
depth of the gate depletion layer poses an interesting challenge for characterization
methods. The use of conventional Spreading Resistance Profile (SRPs) is not possible due
to the impact of the gate dielectric on resistance measurements. Furtsch et al [17] have
shown that Differential Hall Profiling (DHP) and Resonant Ion Mass Spectrometry
(RIMS) may provide more accurate dopant profiles, but neither of these methods are
available. Again, the CV behaviour of the PD MOS device may yield the necessary
information.
Continuing on the simple dual capacitor model presented in the previous section, we
can also determine the active dopant concentration in the gate, but only within the narrow
confines of the gate depletion region. However, this model assumes three key conditions
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that may yield anomalous results. First, the substrate inversion charge is treated as a
spatial delta function at the substrate/gate oxide interface, and the only depletion is
expected in the POLY gate. However, we know that inversion charge is at least a Debye
length (Equation 4.4) in depth, but the bias point is varying throughout the gate depletion
region.

E-sikT

LD=~~i~
q Nd

(4.4)

At the onset of strong inversion, the substrate surface charge concentration is
approximately ND, the substrate extrinsic dopant concentration [13]. The Debye length is
approximately 7.5nm for the 3x10 17 cm~3 doped substrate. Only a 58mV increase in
surface potential would increase the surface charge density by a factor of 10 and reduce
the Debye length to 2.4nm. Both of these dimensions are significant compared to the gate
oxide thickness and gate depletion depth. As VGB is swept more negative, the potential
across the gate oxide is expected to increase, and the substrate inversion layer is expected
to approach the ideal spatial delta function.
Second, it is assumed that the gate depletion region is an abrupt junction, and again,
the Debye length will be used to assess this assumption. If we expect a 1x10 19cm-3 dopant
concentration in the gate, then the Debye length is approximately 1.3nm, a value small
compared to the estimated depletion depths shown in Table 4.5. It is important to note that
the estimated depletion depths are subject to the same considerations presented in this
section. Even if the substrate contributes 10nm to the gate depletion depth, the gate Debye
length is small enough so the abrupt junction approximation is reasonable.
Third, the gate dopant concentration is assumed to be uniform in the gate depletion
region. The SIMS profile reveals a small peak near the gate oxide which may or may not
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be electrically active. Since the oxide is a diffusion barrier to boron, it serves as a
reflecting boundary condition during thermal processing, and dopant piles up at the
interface. However, the electrically active portion of this dopant may be far less than
observed in the SIMS profile. For these two reasons, the dual capacitor model (or deltadepletion model) may have limited accuracy in determining the active dopant
concentration in the gate.
In order to extract the gate dopant concentration, the benefits of linear extrapolation
will again be utilized. Using the delta-depletion model, the capacitance of a MOS device
under depletion conditions has the form shown in Equation 4.5 and 4.6 [11]. If the CV
measurements presented in Section 4.3 were plotted C- 2 versus VGB, then a linear
relationship would exist, whose slope would be determined by the gate dopant
concentration (Equation 4.7). The y-intercept is an interesting representation of Cox for
the MOS device formed by the POLY gate. Figure 4.8 demonstrates the fitting process,
and the results are summarized in Table 4.6.

C

= COX

+ VGB-.

5

V8

(4.5)

2

C

_

(4.6)

qKs1t2 N
2KoxE0

V6

C2,

V+C

2

VGB
GB

(4.7)

Although the extracted gate dopant concentrations exhibit the correct relative
behaviour, comparison to the SIMS profiles shown in Figure 4.4 reveals an anomaly. All
the extracted concentrations are greater than the physical concentration. Although the
delta-depletion model has produced values in close proximity to those anticipated, the
approximation is not good enough for the available test structures. If the substrate
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inversion charge layer were to decrease in thickness during gate depletion, the measured
gate capacitance would not accurately represent the effects of PD effects. As the substrate
contribution to the capacitance decreased, it would partially mask the effects of the
increasing contribution of gate depletion. The gate capacitance would not decrease as
rapidly, and the extracted dopant concentrations would indicate a higher than expected
dopant concentration. Given the magnitude of the extracted concentrations, it may be
reasonable to assume that nearly all the dopant is activated in the gate. Chapter 6 will
assess the validity of this assumption.
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Figure 4.8: Gate dopant concentration extraction from PSD1 CV data
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-0.5

Table 4.6: Gate doping summary
Wafer Set

Slope (pF~2V-1)

Intercept (pF-2 )

NA (cm- 3 )

Cox (fFgm-2 )

PSDO-A

-0.0178x10-3

0.3027x1O- 3

1.08x10 20

7.26

PSD3

-0.0503x10-3

0.3294x10- 3

3.82x10 1 9

6.96

PSD1

-0.0617x10-3

0.3541x10- 3

3.12x10 19

6.71

PSD4

-0.0994x10-3

0.4858x10- 3

1.94x10 1 9

5.73

PSD2

-0.1288x10- 3

0.4982x10- 3

1.49x10 1 9

5.66

4.5 Electrical Properties of the Substrate
Although SRP measurements could not be used to characterize the active dopant
concentrations in the POLY gate, it is suitable for the N+ diffusion well underneath the
gate oxide. However, the measurements near the gate oxide interface are suspect for the
same reasons SRP measurements were dismissed as a characterization method for the
POLY gate. These measurements were conducted by Ralph Halbach of the IBM Atlantic
Device Lab in Essex Junction, VT using a SSM 150 spreading resistance system.
Although the measurement procedure will not be discussed here, the SSM 150 and other
procedures conform to ASTM: F525-84 [18] and ASTM:F672-87 [19] publications.
Unlike the electrical measurements performed in the previous section, SRP measurements
require lengthy sample preparation, reducing the number of samples. Again, a single
sample is selected and allowed to represent the experimental wafer set.
Figure 4.9 summarizes the results from the five experimental wafer sets. Although the
true substrate is p-type, the PMOS device relies on the N+ diffusion well for its electrical
properties. The N+ well is sufficiently deep so that the p-type substrate has no affect on its
behaviour. With respect to the PMOS device, the N+ diffusion well will be termed the
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substrate for simplicity. Figure 4.9 does not show the N+ diffusion well and P- substrate
junction for this reason.
During thermal oxidation, phosphorus has been shown to segregate from the growing
oxide and collect near the gate oxide interface. However, Figure 4.9 does not exhibit this
phenomenon, and the opposite effect can be seen. Although a threshold voltage tailoring
implant is performed to compensate for this effect, it should not create the large deficit of
carriers shown in the SRP measurements. This conflict between expectations and data is
taken as additional evidence of SRP limitations near dielectric interfaces.
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Figure 4.9: SRP measurement summary

It is expected that all wafer sets show the same dopant concentration profiles in the
substrate. However, Figure 4.9 clearly highlights slight differences between LOT A and
LOT B wafers. Although the differences are unexpected, the deviations are small and
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consistent with their fabrication conditions. Beyond the correlation between lots, the
substrate appears to be unaffected by the changes in gate implant dose. From the SRP
measurements, an accurate substrate dopant concentration (ND) can be extracted, and the
threshold voltage of the PD device can be modeled. Further discussion on the extraction of
ND will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Chapter 5
Process Modeling
In order to utilize the novel electrical behaviour of the PD device, an accurate process and
physical model must first be developed. Technology Modeling Associates (TMA) has
released a polycrystalline material model in their latest release of SUPREM, TSUPREM4
v6.5.

This

model

incorporates

many

parameters

available

from

conventional

characterization methods, such as those presented in Chapter 4, into a reasonable model of
grain formation, grain growth, and dopant redistribution during thermal processing. In
addition to this particular model, TSUPREM4 provides considerable flexibility in
modeling other semiconductor fabrication processes. For example, a MOSFET gate oxide
can be grown through a series of high temperature anneals in an oxidizing ambient which
require numerous model parameters and considerable computation time. TSUPREM4 also
allows the same gate oxide to be deposited, with specified physical and electrical
properties, bypassing the use of oxidation models. This ability to introduce complexity or
remove it from any given portion of the process model will be exploited considerably.

5.1 Critical Processing Steps
Although process modeling has progressed at a rapid pace during the past decade, the
complete modeling and simulation of the PD device fabrication is not feasible, nor is it
required. Only a select number of process steps directly impact the formation of the POLY
gate and dopant introduction need to be fully modeled and simulated. Of these targeted
processes, it is necessary to modify model parameters in order to achieve a reasonable
correlation between the model and hardware. Without comparisons to the hardware,
process modeling could not provide a accurate prediction of the PD device's structure.
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From Section 3.1, the basic process technology used to fabricate the PTOX and PFET
capacitors was presented; however, none of these process steps were explicitly discussed.
In this section, a basic process flow will be outlined, and the process parameters will be
presented. The goal is not to produce a complete, rigorous process model for the PD
device, but to provide a sufficient model of the POLY gate so that its impact on the PD
device's electrical behaviour can be assessed.
Since the N+ diffusion well is deep when compared to the anticipated 62nm maximum
depletion depth into the substrate, the complete simulation of the N+ diffusion well
formation need not be performed. Instead, a substrate with a uniform phosphorus
concentration of 3.0x10 17 cm- 3 can be used as the starting point. Section 4.5 has shown the
substrate to have a non-uniform doping in all experimental wafers sets and the control.
However, the differences are slowly varying, and the use of a nominal ND within 62nm of
the gate oxide interface is not unreasonable. In addition, Section 4.5 has shown that the
changes in the gate implant dose have no visible affect on ND. For the purposes of process
modeling, a precise value of ND is not required.
In addition to substrate preparation, the gate oxide is grown prior to POLY gate
deposition. Again, the simulation of all thermal cycles required to grow this film is both
time consuming and unnecessary. With the use of TSUPREM4's DEPOSITION
command, the 4.Onm thick gate oxide can be added to the simulation structure at a
minimal expense in time. The properties of this film are consistent with the parameters set
by TMA's default values or the MATERIAL OXIDE command. Since the substrate has
been idealized, the effect of Oxidation Enhanced Diffusion (OED) and general diffusion
on the N+ diffusion well is not a concern. In addition, the thermal processing steps that
produced the gate oxide were performed at 700 0 C, a low temperature where diffusion
effects are limited.
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Table 5.1 summarizes substrate formation, gate oxide deposition, and the remaining
process steps required to fabricate the PMOS PD device. After the gate oxide is grown, the
DEPOSITION command is also used to form the POLY gate. If a 2-dimensional
simulation is to be performed, the POLY gate and gate oxide can be patterned to form a
half-FET structure. Once the gate is patterned, two separate gate implants with their
associated activation anneals are performed. If the POLY gate was patterned, these
implants also form the P+ Source/Drains (S/D). The final step is the deposition of the
aluminum contact metal, and if necessary, patterning for separate gate and P+ S/D
contacts.
Although this technology produces both sidewall spacers and a silicided gate contacts,
these portions of the structure are not necessary. Sidewall spacers complicate the 2D
structure considerably and dramatically increase simulation time. Much of the additional
thermal processing shown in Table 5.1 is related to the formation of this structure. Their
presence will also alter the electrical properties along the perimeter of the PTOX and
PFET capacitors; however, both of these structures are large, and the perimeter component
is small compared to the area. Concerning the silicided gate, its purpose is to form an
ohmic contact and reduce the POLY lateral sheet resistance. From a modeling standpoint,
the aluminum-POLY interface can also act as an ohmic contact. Reduction of the POLY
lateral sheet resistance is not a modeling concern since external biases are applied through
idealized contact structures in the simulator. With the removal of the silicide and sidewall
spacers, the process model is reduced to its most compact form.
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Table 5.1: Critical Process Steps
Step

Feature/Process

Conditions

Description

1

Substrate

3.0x10 17
Phosphorus doped
<100>

Idealized N+ diffusion
well/substrate material

2

Gate Oxide

4.Onm thick
Dry, thermal oxide

Gate oxide deposition

3A

POLY Gate

200nm thick
6250 C LPCVD

POLY gate deposition

3B

Pattern Gate

Ideal Anisotropic Etch

(Optional) Etch POLY
Gate to reveal Source/
Drain for 2D simulation

4

Gate Implant I

4x10 14 BF 2 at l0KeV

Fixed gate implant

5

Thermal Cycles

1000 0 C for 5sec
720'C for 154min

Activation Anneal

6

Gate Implant II

3.5x10 15 Boron at 10KeV

Experimental gate implant

7

Thermal Cycles

1000 0 C for 5sec

Activation Anneal

8A

Al Deposition

50nm Al

Contact Metal Deposition

8B

Pattern Contacts

Ideal Anisotropic Etch

(Optional) Etch Source/
Drain and Gate contacts for
2D simulation

5.2 Mesh Generation
The small dimensions of the gate oxide film and the gate depletion region pose an
interesting problem for mesh generation. Although these areas require high nodal density,
there is no reason for the remaining POLY film or the substrate to maintain a similar nodal
density. TSUPREM4's non-uniform gridding feature allows the wafer to be initialized
with a course mesh far from the surface (bottom edge) and a fine mesh at the surface (top
edge). In addition, the node spacing can be altered during film deposition so a fine nodal
density can be maintained in the gate oxide and the POLY film. TSUPREM4 will alter the
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nodal density and mesh during diffusion, implantation, and oxidation for improved
process simulation performance; however, loss of nodal density for device simulation is a
concern. Since the dimensions of electrical features are much smaller than those of the
physical structure, it is imperative that sufficient nodal density exist for device simulation.
In order to accurately simulate the PD device, the dimensions of the mesh must be
small compared to the minimum feature or phenomenon to be investigated. It is important
to note that TSUPREM4's coordinate system orients the x-axis parallel to the wafer's
surface and the y-axis normal to the wafer's surface. Since the gate oxide is only 40A
thick, a y-axis spacing of 5A is both convenient and sufficient. From Chapter 4, it is
known that the depletion region in the POLY gate is on the order of loo.

Since the 5A

gate oxide spacing is again convenient and sufficient, it is extended 200A into the POLY
film. The remaining 180nm of the POLY film spacing need not be this small, and the
spacing is increased to 10nm.
The same arguments can be applied to the substrate spacing near the gate oxide
interface where a 62nm maximum depletion depth is expected. Since this is substantially
larger than the maximum gate depletion depth, a 5A spacing would not be feasible. The
region near the wafer's surface is a prime candidate for a non-uniform mesh. When the
substrate depletion region is small, a smaller node spacing is required, but as the depletion
regions grows, a courser node spacing can be employed. In this process model, a 25A
spacing is enforced at the wafer surface which expands to 100A at a depth of 2500A into
the substrate. Like the POLY gate, the node spacing can continue to increase for the
remaining depth of the substrate. Figure 5.1 shows both the complete and magnified mesh
structure for the PTOX capacitor.
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Figure 5.1: PTOX capacitor mesh structure

In order to create the substrate mesh, the node spacing must be defined before
substrate initialization. Shown below is a condensed portion of the TSUPREM4 input
deck used to generate the substrate mesh. The LINE X and LINE Y commands are used to
specify node spacings in the substrate, and the final INITIALIZE command signals the
mesh generation. Unlike the substrate, the node spacings for the POLY gate and the gate
oxide are specified during film deposition. Following mesh generation, a single
DEPOSITION statement is used to define the gate oxide; while two statements are
necessary for the POLY gate. These two DEPOSITION statements allow greater nodal
density near the gate oxide, and reduced nodal density far from the gate oxide. During runtime, the terms enclosed in @{} denote variables to be substituted by the simulator. For a
more complete description of these statements refer to the TSUPREM4 User's Manual [1].
Appendix C contains a complete listing of the input deck.
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$ MESH Definition
$ 1D conditions until forced 2d
MESH fast
$ X (parallel to wafer plane) Axis
spac=@{MINPOLYX}
LINE X loc=0.00
LINE X loc=@{MAXX} spac=@{MINPOLYX}
$ Y
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE

$

(Normal to wafer plane) Axis
0.000
spac= 0.0025
Y loc=
spac= 0.0100
Y loc=@{SXDEPL}
Y loc=@{NWTHICK} spac= 0.0500
spac=10.0000
Y loc=100.000

Substrate Formation

INITIALIZE <100> PHOSPHORUS=@NWCONC

$ GATE OXIDE = 4.0 nm
DEPOSIT oxide thicknes=0.004 dy=@{MINOXY}

$ Poly-Gate Deposition
DEPOSITION POLYSILI
THICKNES=0. 020
DEPOSITION POLYSILI
THICKNES=0.180

TEMPERAT=625 +
DY=@{MINPOLYY} GSZ . LIN
TEMPERAT=625 +
DY=0.0100 GSZ.LIN

5.3 General Process Models
From Table 5.1, four general process steps can be determined: film deposition, diffusion,
ion implantation, and etch. Each of these generic process steps requires a model-material
pair in order to complete a process simulation. TSUPREM4 offers models of various
complexities to be selected at the user's discretion. Although there is little to discuss
concerning oxide deposition, the deposition and processing of POLY films forms the core
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of the process model and will be discussed in the following section. The remaining three
generic process steps and their associated models will be discussed here
5.3.1 Diffusion Modeling
From Table 5.1, process steps 5 and 7 involve the diffusion of dopants. Since we have
idealized our substrate, diffusion gradients should not exist in the substrate so no changes
are expected. For this reason, the parameters associated with phosphorus diffusion the
substrate are left at the TSUPREM4 defaults. However, the diffusion of boron through the
POLY gate is of paramount concern. Although the discussion of dopant diffusion due to
grain boundaries is left to the following section, the diffusion of boron through the POLY
grains will be discussed here.
During the ion implantation process, both the Source/Drain and Gate regions were
amorphized before the introduction of Boron or BF 2 . Although this step is not reflected in
Section 5.1, it has been modeled through modifications to the diffusion and ion
implantation models. In addition, the Boron and BF 2 implants contribute further to the
large defect concentration in the POLY gate. Since considerable lattice damage exists after
ion implantation, Transient Enhanced Diffusion (TED) is expected to play a crucial role in
dopant redistribution during subsequent thermal processing. If the TMA Extended Defects
Module (EDM) is available, the TED model and the transient model for dopant activation
should be selected with the METHOD ACT TRAN statement. In addition, the extensive use
of RTAs requires the EDM for accurate process modeling. However, the transient models
will only be effective if all ion implants are modeled rigorously. A more complete
treatment of the pre-amorphization process is possible, but it has been omitted to protect
IBM's intellectual property. Without the defect contribution due to pre-amorphization or
the EDM, the transient model does not provide any advantage over the default,
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equilibrium model. Despite this drawback, the equilibrium model is less complex to
implement and can be adapted to serve our process model.
From Campbell [16], the TED activation energy (EA) for boron in silicon is 1.8eV;
however, this EA yields diffusivity values too large for our hardware. This is not
unexpected since TED will only occur until the excess defects have been annihilated.
Without the use of the ACT TRAN statement, the transition between transient and
equilibrium conditions cannot be performed by the simulator. The sole use of boron
diffusivity values in crystalline silicon, such as the default values found in TSUPREM4,
will under estimate boron transport in the POLY gate. Previous research has observed
boron diffusivities an order of magnitude or greater than single crystal silicon. Activation
energies (EA) of 3.3eV for low temperature deposited, POLY thin films, and boron
diffusivities of 3x10- 13cm 2/sec at 1000 0 C for submicrometer POLY films have been
published [15]. Using these two values, an exponential pre-factor of 3.389 is found. It is
important to note that these values are to be substituted into the intrinsic diffusion term
only, and the extrinsic diffusion terms (DIP.0, DIM.0, and DIMM.0) must be reduced to
zero. With the IMPURITY statement, the defaults values of DIX.0 and DIX.E can be
replaced with 3.389 and 3.3eV, respectively, and an adequate, initial guess for the process
model has been obtained. Since these values do not include TED effects, it is expected that
the exponential pre-factor will have to be increased. The actual boron diffusivities used in
the process model will be presented in Section 5.6.
Even though the EDM is not used, the fully coupled diffusion model (PD.FULL)
should be activated with the METHOD command. This model provides the maximum
accuracy when implant damage and heavy doping effects are being simulated. With the
increased accuracy comes the largest penalty in simulation time. In addition to the
activation of the PD.FULL model, the TSUPREM4 User's Manual [20] recommends a 50-
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200pm deep substrate to accommodate the deep diffusion of point defects. For
convenience, a depth of 100pm was selected and shown in the Section 5.2 input deck
listing. In addition, it is recommended that the diffusion solver's initial time interval
(INITTIME) be reduced from 0.002 minutes to 10-6 minutes. Shown in Appendix C, the
METHOD statement is used to alter this parameter.
From Section 4.2, examination of the POLY gate's SIMS profiles reveals a large
fraction of dopant loss during microfabrication. Since there are no films completely
encapsulating the POLY gate during thermal processing, the dopant is presumed to be lost
to the ambient. However, the composition and partial pressures of the furnace ambient
environments are not known. Even if they were known, the transport of dopant through
various interfaces and dielectric films would also need to be examined. In order to reduce
model complexity, a normalized, loss variable (LOSS) is introduced as a user specified
value whose initial values are based on Table 4.3. The hardware correlated values of LOSS
are presented in Section 5.6.
Other modeling concerns are Field Enhanced Diffusion (FED), solid solubility, and
interfacial transport. In order to include field effects in the process model, the MATERIAL
POLYSILI E.FIELD statement can be used for the POLY gate, and a similar statement can
be used for the silicon substrate. In addition, the heavy gate implant doses necessitate
close examination of boron's solid solubility in silicon. Summarized in Table 5.2, the
default TSUPREM4 values have been replaced with those found in Campbell [16].
Another concern is dopant diffusion, both phosphorus and boron, through the gate oxide.
Since the process model is tailored towards the POLY gate, the default interface transport
and diffusivities will be used for diffusion through the gate oxide. It is expected that the
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gate dielectric is adequately engineered and thermal processing sufficiently lean to prevent
dopant penetration.
Table 5.2: Boron Solid Solubility in Silicon
Temperature

Default Value

Replacement Value

(OC)

(cm-3 )

(cm- 3 )

650

1.7x10 1 9

2.6x10 20

700

1.7x10 1 9

2.9x10 20

800

4.4x10 1 9

3.0x10 20

900

9.5x10 19

3.4x10 20

1000

1.7x10 20

4.0x10 20

1100

2.2x10 20

4.4x10 20

1200

2.2x10 20

5.0x10 20

5.3.2 Implant Modeling
In order to dope the POLY gate, two ion implantation procedures are performed. The
first, referred to as GIO, is a l0KeV implant of BF 2 at a fixed dose of 4x10 14 cm-2 , and the
second, referred to as GIl, is a 10KeV implant of Boron at the experimental dose. The
magnitude of the experimental doses, which are summarized in Chapter 3, do not impact
our selection of implant models for the process model. Both GIO and GIl dose magnitudes
are well within the established norm, and it is expected that any of the TSUPREM4
implant models can be used. In addition, both GIO and GIl are performed normal to the
wafer's surface, so none of the TSUPREM4 implant models need be excluded for lack of
tilt and rotation dependence.
As mentioned in the previous section, both GIO and GIl implants were proceeded by a
pre-amorphization procedure. Although the exact nature of this procedure cannot be
disclosed, it is assumed that the procedure is sufficient to amorphize the majority, greater
than one standard deviation from the implant's projected range, of the implanted region.
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Even if the pre-amorphization is incomplete, the additional damage introduced by GIO and
GIl will essentially complete the process. In addition, the polycrystalline nature of the
gate produces grains with random crystal orientations scattered throughout the film.
Without any global crystal orientation, individual grains may suffer channeling effects, but
the film, as a whole, will experience a minimal degree of channeling. In light of these
observations, the amorphous implant models will be used for both GIO and GI1.
For BF 2 , TSUPREM4 offers four different implant models, bf2, dual.bf2, ut.bf2, and
trbJ2. Three of these four models use a Dual-Pearson form that includes the effects of
channeling. Only the bf2 model is based solely on an amorphous substrate. In the case of
boron, five models exist, but again, only one (boron) is based on an amorphous substrate.
The following TSURPEM4 statement shows the use of all necessary parameters.
$ Gate Implant 0
define LOSS 0.650
define GIO (1-@{LOSS})*4e14
IMPLANT bf2 energy=10 dose=@{GIO} +
impl.tab=bf 2 DAMAGE

From Section 4.2, the SIMS profiles yielded some large percentage of dopant loss
from the POLY gate. Since no thin films, masking the POLY gate, are present during the
ion implantation process, the variable, LOSS, is introduced to the process model. LOSS is
the normalized fraction of dopant lost during processing. It is mentioned here, because
LOSS modifies the implant dose directly. Although this is not a rigorous treatment of the
dopant loss observed in Section 4.2, it is the simplest means of representation, and its
implementation can be seen above. Otherwise, the ambient conditions of all ion
implantation equipment and diffusion furnaces would have to be considered, and these
factors are beyond the scope of this thesis.
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In order to completely model implant damage, the fully coupled point defect model
(PD.FULL) must be selected. With the selection of the PD.FULL model, the DAMAGE
and D.RECOMB tags are set to true for ion implantation modeling. The DAMAGE tag
specifies the retention of ion implantation generated point defects for use in subsequent
process steps. The D.RECOMB tag forces the calculation of vacancy/interstitial
recombination at the end of ion implantation. Since the diffusion of boron through the
POLY gate is modeled with the intrinsic diffusion term only, the computation of implant
damage may not be necessary. However, the calculations remain in the model so that a
more comprehensive process model, which would include the pre-amorphization
procedure, can be developed in the future. Both of these tags can be over-ridden with the
IMPLANT statement.
5.3.3 Etch Modeling
Etch modeling is only a concern when generating a structure for the PFET capacitor,
not the PTOX capacitor. For the purposes of this process model, an ideal anisotropic etch
producing vertical sidewalls is acceptable. Although sloped sidewalls will affect electrical
behaviour, the contribution is negligible when compared to the area component. A
complete and rigorous etch model would require extensive knowledge of the dry etch tools
used to pattern the gate. The analysis of such material is well beyond the scope of this
thesis.
In order to virtually fabricate the PFET capacitor, the PTOX process model is modified
with the etch statement after POLY gate deposition and after Aluminum contact
deposition. Since an ideal model is used, the implementation of the etch only includes the
dimensions of the etched material. The following TSURPEM4 statements illustrates the
patterning of the POLY gate and the underlying gate oxide. In order to pattern the
Aluminum contacts, a similar statement can be found in Appendix C.
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$ Gate Definition (Half PFET)
ETCH POLYSILI LEFT Pl.X=1.0 Pl.Y=-1.0 +

P2.X=1.0 P2.Y=1.0
ETCH OXIDE LEFT Pl.X=1.0 P1.Y=-1.0 +

P2.X=1.0 P2.Y=1.0

5.4 POLY Models
The polycrystalline material model available in TSUPREM4 v6.5 has the ability to model
the physical grain structure and the redistribution of dopant during thermal processing.
Although the model is generalized, it is targeted for POLY films in submicron CMOS
technologies. Parameters have been provided to control: (1) polycrystalline film
deposition, (2) grain growth, (3) GB trap density, (4) GB dopant segregation, and (5)
dopant diffusion along grain boundaries. All of these properties will be explored in the
subsequent sections and combined to yield a process model for the POLY gate. For a more
complete description of model parameters and equations, please refer to the TSUPREM4
User's Manual [20].
5.4.1 Polycrystalline Film Deposition
The TSUPREM4 POLY model assumes the deposited film has a vertical columnar
grain structure, and there are no provisions for other grain structures. From the
micrographs presented in Section 4.1, LOT B conforms to this criterion, but LOT A
exhibits a finer, two layer grain structure. Although LOT A does not exhibit a true
columnar grain structure, the effects of increased GB density in the film's center can be
simulated by increasing the net GB trap density and the lateral diffusion component. A
more thorough discussion of the anisotropic diffusion parameters can be found in Section
5.4.5. In addition, the POLY gate film is only 200nm thick, and the grains do not show a
linear increase in size from the gate oxide interface to the silicide interface. For the
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purposes of this model, parallelepiped, not trapezoidal, shaped grains will be assumed,
and the appropriate model parameters will be fixed.
G.DENS is the TSUPREM4 geometrical parameter that represents the GB density in
the POLY film. Specifically, it is the product of p, the average grain boundary area per unit
volume, and Lg, the average grain size. Figure 5.2 shows an L by L by tpOLy volume of the
POLY film with parallelepiped shaped grains of average size, Lg. For this given volume,
there exists an average of tpoLyL 2/tpOLyLg2 number of grains. In order to prevent
overlapping GB areas, only two of four sides of each grain will contribute to the total GB
area in the LxLxtPoLy volume. Each grain then contributes 2 LgtPoLy to the total GB area.
After normalization by the volume and the multiplication with Lg, G.DENS is equal to 2
for a parallelepiped shaped grain structure. Equation 5.1 summarizes the derivation
discussed above.

G,DENS = pL

=

tPOLYL 2 (2LgtPLY)
iat
o

2)(Lg)

=

2

POLY L

Figure 5.2: Derivation of TSUPREM4 G.DENS parameter
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(5.1)

WON- WIN
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In order to control the deposited grain size, the TEMP.BRE, GSZ.LIN, FRACT TA,
MIN.GRAI, GRASZ.O, and the GRASZ.E parameters must be set properly. The TEMP.BRE
parameter specifies the temperature breakpoint between the constant grain size regime and
the temperature dependent grain size regime of POLY deposition. This temperature
roughly corresponds to the transition from amorphous or fine, spherical grain structure
typical of lower temperature deposition and the vertical, columnar grain structure of
higher deposition temperatures. To eliminate the temperature dependence, TEMP.BRE
could be set to a temperature that exceeds 6254C; however, such action results in a loss of
model generality. Instead, TEMP.BRE can be left at its default temperature of 600 0 C, and
the other grain formation and growth parameters can be altered.
The second parameter of interest in the GSZLIN logical parameter which specifies the
grain size model during film deposition. When GSZLIN is true or false, the low
temperature deposition case (T TEMP.BRE) is the same, and the differences only occur in
the high temperature deposition case (T>TEMPBRE). When GSZLIN is false, a film
thickness dependent grain size model is active. However, this model does not give us total
control over grain size especially when attempting to optimize the POLY gate film
thickness. When GSZLIN is true, a trapezoidal grain size model is active where the
GRASZO, GRASZE, and MIN.GRAI parameters control the GB geometry. Equation 5.2
shows the TSUPREM4 model specification at low temperatures, and Equation 5.3 at high
temperatures. For a parallelepiped grain structure, both GRASZO and GRASZ.E can be set
to zero to eliminate the temperature dependence and maintain perpendicular GBs, and
MIN.GRAI can be set to the desired grain size. From Section 4.1, MIN.GRAI can take on
values from 38nm to 90nm depending on the wafer set. In addition, FRAC.TA can also be
set to zero to eliminate grain size changes across TEMP.BRE.
Lg = max(FRAC.TA

x
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ta, MIN. GRAI)

(5.2)

Lg= MIN.GRAI + 2GRASZ.0 exp(-GRASZ.EkT)z

(5.3)

5.4.2 Grain Growth
In order to limit the scope of this thesis, the recrystallization mechanisms of
polycrystalline materials will not be discussed here; however, Ted Kamins' book [15]
provides a comprehensive discussion on the matter. The TSUPREM4 POLY model
includes numerous parameters to control grain growth and epitaxial re-alignment during
thermal processing. From Kamins [15], 0.6gm thick POLY films grown at 625 0 C in a
LPCVD reactor exhibited an average grain size of 70nm. This value is either close or
within the observed range of grain sizes presented in Section 4.1. For this reason, it would
not be unreasonable to fix the deposited grain structure to the final grain structure, and
force the grain growth to zero during thermal processing.
It is important to note that the POLY gate film has been amorphized before and during
ion implantation in order to limit the projected range. Since a thin surface layer is affected
only, the remaining grains deep in the POLY film act as nucleation centers and crystal
alignment centers during thermal processing. Figure 5.3 shows the impact of a 20 minute
anneal on a 0.4gm POLY film highly doped with 7.5x10 20 cm-3 phosphorus. The
phosphorus doped film is resistant to temperatures as high as 850 0 C, and a boron film is
likely to show increased resistance to grain growth. Figure 5.4 illustrates the
crystallographic changes observed when annealing an undoped POLY film deposited at
6200 C in a LPCVD reactor. Although the X-ray diffraction data is an indirect indicator of
recrystallization, it does reveal the temperature resistance of undoped POLY films. Section
4.1 has already discussed the insignificant effects of boron on grain growth especially
when compared to phosphorus. It is expected that our boron doped POLY gate will follow
the behaviour of undoped POLY films, and most thermal processing from 700 0 C to 9000 C
will repair the damage caused by ion implantation and not cause significant
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recrystallization.
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Figure 5.3: Dependence of mean grain size on annealing temperature,
showing the 2.4eV activation energy for primary recrystallization
and the 1.0eV activation for secondary recrystallization. From [15].
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Figure 5.4: Structural changes on annealing observed by x-ray diffraction
for polycrystalline films deposited at 6200 C in a low-pressure
reactor. Taken from [15].
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to

Equation 5.4 shows the grain growth relationship implemented in the TSUPREM4
POLY model. In order to suppress the grain growth model, either the GEOM or GAMMA.0
parameters can be set to zero. By forcing grain growth to zero for all temperatures, the
need to quantify such phenomena as grain surface energy (Egb), segregation drag (Fseg),
silicon self-diffusivity (Dsi), and epitaxial regrowth (GEA) has been eliminated.

Lg= I GEOM x GAMMA,0 x exp
Ltg

' k

GAMMA,E

kT

XDsi x bx F,, x GFA
kT
sgXE
s

(5.4)

5.4.3 GB Trap Density
The GB trap density is controlled by the parameter, Q.SITES, in the TSUPREM4
POLY model. However, the trap density is not a property that has been directly
characterized and presented in Chapter 4. From previous research [2], it is known that the
trap density can span a range from 101 1cm-2 to 1013cm-2 . Figure 5.5 shows one simple
model for the critical dopant concentration, N*, need to fill GB traps. Even at the highest
GB trap densities, an average grain size of 50nm only requires an approximate 1018cm-3
dopant concentration to fill the GB traps. Since SIMS has revealed the dopant
concentration in the POLY gate to be no less than 7x10 18cm-3 for the PSD2 wafer set, it is
reasonable to assume that all GB traps are filled. If the GB traps had not been filled, then
the C-V curves would show dramatic differences in gate electrical behaviour.
Since no physical data exists, the value of the Q.SITES parameter cannot be set with
any certainty. However, the following section on dopant segregation will allow the
selection of a reasonable GB trap density for model purposes only. When considering the
complete process and device model, the exact GB trap density is not important. Both C-V
curves and SIMS have provided enough evidence that the GB traps are filled, so the
impact on electrical behaviour can be neglected. However, if the minimum feature size
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were to become comparable to the grain size, then the effects of the GBs would have to be
considered, and an accurate GB trap density would be required.

OMa

10

ial Nis

411

GRAIN SIZE [o]
Figure 5.5: The critical dopant concentration as a function of grain size
when a neutral region can form before all the traps are filled. The
traps are located at mid-gap. Taken from [15].

5.4.4 GB Dopant Segregation
In order to model the impact of the GBs on dopant redistribution during thermal
processing, it is important to establish boron's ability or inability to preferentially
segregate into GBs. Chapter 2.3 has shown that boron's segregation between grains and
GBs is unclear due to competing affects. If boron does not preferentially segregate, the
segregation coefficient, K, is fixed at one. Equation 5.5 shows the relationship between K
and the model parameters, Q.SITES, CG.MAX, GSEG.0, and GSEG.E. If K is one and
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deemed temperature independent, GSEG.E must be zero and GSEG.0 is CG.MAX/

Q.SITES. CG.MAX is the maximum number of substitutional sites in silicon; therefore,
CG.MAX is fixed at 5x10 22 . However, a selection criteria still does not exist for the grain
boundary trap density, Q.SITES.

K = CGMAX GSEG,O xexp GSEG,

(5.5)

Boron's high diffusivity through silicon coupled with GBED should allow the dopant
to distribute itself quickly throughout the POLY gate. If this is true and the boron does not
segregate from the GBs, the GB traps should be completely filled once the critical dose,
N*, is achieved. From the SIMS data presented in Section 4.2, the gate dopant
concentrations for a experimental wafer sets far exceeds any reasonable N*. For the
purpose of this model, N* is assumed to be 1018 cm- 3 . Although there is no physical basis
for this value, it is a reasonable choice from the data presented in Section 5.4.3 and
provides the opportunity to exercise the TSUPREM4 POLY model. Given N* and a 50nm
average grain size, a selection criteria now exists for Q.SITES. By examining simulation
results, a trap density of 2.5x10 12 cm- 2 is found to yield a N*=1018cm- 3 for the
TSUPREM4 POLY model. Although the necessary resources were unavailable for our
research, Kim and Kim [21] have shown that Staircase Charge-Pumping (SCP) is a
feasible method of determining the trap state density at GBs, and Peisl [22] has
demonstrated admittance spectroscopy as yet another method.
Now that Q.SITES and CG.MAX have been determined, the initial grain boundary
dopant concentration, cgb, can be found. Equation 5.6 shows the relationship between cgb
and the parameters, Q.SITES, CG.MAX, GSEG.INI, and cg. All but GSEG.INI, the initial
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segregation entropy, are known. Since segregation should be unaffected even under initial
conditions, GSEG.INI is also fixed to one.

Cgb =

GSEG,INI x c,

(5.6)

The only remaining parameter is ALPHA in the qb formulation, shown in Equation 5.7.
Since Section 5.4.2 disabled all grain growth parameters and fixed the grain size for all
time, the ALPHA parameter is irrelevant as long as it is non-zero.

qb

=

1

aLg

4

ALHL +-D
ALPHANa
Lg g

(5.7)

The final formulation for dopant segregation is G, the rate of segregation, shown in
Equation 5.8. All terms, except qif, have been considered, but before proceeding with qif,
let us first examine Fbu. Fbu is the fraction of the interfacial oxide, between a POLY and
single-crystal layer, that is broken up by high temperature, epitaxial regrowth. Since our
POLY gate has been deposited on gate oxide and lacks sufficient high temperature,
thermal processing, epitaxial regrowth does not occur. For this reason, Fbu will remain
constant throughout our process model. Now, qif, is the segregation velocity of the
material boundary and is represented by Equation 5.9 in TSUPREM4. By altering the
VELIFO and VELIFE parameters, it is possible to control the loss of dopant to the
ambient. In fact, introducing an extraordinarily large qif into the process model can cause
the POLY gate to absorb boron from the ambient, and dopant concentrations can easily
exceed the dopant levels introduced by ion implantation. Since the loss of dopant has
already been modeled through the LOSS variable, VELIF.0 and VELIF.E are left at the
TSUPREM4 defaults of lx10 7 and 3eV, respectively.

G = (pqb +(1 - Fbu)8ifqif)(fgbcg- fg
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(5.8)

q;f = VELIF,O x exp (VE LIFE

(5.9)

5.4.5 Dopant Diffusion along GBs
The final component of the TSUPREM4 POLY model are the diffusivities of
impurities along GBs. Due to the presence of GBs, the diffusion of boron through a POLY
film is significantly enhanced. Since this quantity cannot be obtained from the data
presented in Chapter 4, a value based on previous research is used. According to Kamins
[15], the effective GB diffusivity (DGB,EFF) exhibits arrhenius-like behaviour and can be
represented in the form shown in Equation 5.10. However, the deposition temperature and
conditions dictate the exact behaviour of dopants in POLY thin films, so a unique
expression cannot be obtained. In addition, the smaller grain sizes, sub-micrometer film
thicknesses, and ion implantation damage, typical of modem silicon processing, further
complicate the determination of the DGB,EFF For higher temperature films, experimental
data has produced a DO,GB value of 6.6x10 3 cm 2/sec and a EA value of 1.86eV. In the
absence of any better values, these values have been used for the process model.

DGB,EFF = DO,GBexp (-E AB)

(5.10)

In addition to the individual dopant diffusivities, the TSUPREM4 POLY model
provides an additional tensor to describe the anisotropic diffusion that occurs in columnar
grain structured films. Parameters F11 and F22 are modifiers to the diffusion
perpendicular to the GBs and parallel to the GBs, respectively. Due to boron's high
diffusivity and the use of sub-micrometer thin films, prior research [15] has shown very
little difference between these two values. For this reason, F11 and F22 are both set to one
for our process model.
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5.4.6 POLY Model Parameter Summary
This section provides a summary of the POLY model parameters used in Section 5.4.
In addition, the remaining parameters of the TSUPREM4 POLY model are listed for
completeness, but their values are irrelevant for the process model presented. The
complete implementation of the POLY model and other process steps can be found in the
TSUPREM4 input deck included in Appendix C. Due to the input deck's length, it will not
be included here.

Table 5.3: POLY model parameter summary
Parameter

Command

Value

Section

G.DENS

MATERIAL

2

Structure

Fl

MATERIAL

1

Diffusion

F22

MATERIAL

1

Diffusion

Q.SITES

IMPURITY

2.5x1012

Segregation and Traps

CG.MAX

IMPURITY

5x10 22

Segregation

GSEG.INI

IMPURITY

1

Segregation

GSEG.0

MATERIAL

2x10 1 0
(CG.MAX/
Q.SITES)

Segregation

GSEG.E

MATERIAL

0

Segregation

ALPHA

MATERIAL

1.33*

Segregation

VELIF.0

MATERIAL

1x107*

Segregation and Growth

VELIF.E

MATERIAL

3*

Segregation and Growth

FRAC.TA

MATERIAL

0

Structure

MIN.GRAI

MATERIAL

38-90nm

Structure

GRASZ.0

MATERIAL

0

Structure

GRASZ.E

MATERIAL

0

Structure

TEMP.BRE

MATERIAL

600*

Structure

GEOM

MATERIAL

0

Growth
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Table 5.3: POLY model parameter summary

*

Parameter

Command

Value

Section

GAMMA.0

MATERIAL

0

Growth

GAMMA.E

MATERIAL

0

Growth

DSIX.0

MATERIAL

0.015*

Growth

DSIX.E

MATERIAL

3.89*

Growth

DSIP.0

MATERIAL

30.0*

Growth

DSIP.E

MATERIAL

5.09*

Growth

DSIM.0

MATERIAL

16.0*

Growth

DSIM.E

MATERIAL

4.54*

Growth

DSIMM.0

MATERIAL

166.7*

Growth

DSIMM.E

MATERIAL

5.0*

Growth

GBE.0

MATERIAL

0.39125*

Growth

GBE.1

MATERIAL

0*

Growth

GBE.H

MATERIAL

3.0*

Growth

NSEG

IMPURITY

2.0*

Growth and Segregation

TBU.0

MATERIAL

1.0*

Growth

TBU.E

MATERIAL

-5.0*

Growth

TOXIDE

IMPURITY

0.0005*

Growth

DLGX.0

MATERIAL

0*

Growth

DLGX.E

MATERIAL

4.4*

Growth

EAVEL.0

MATERIAL

0*

Growth

EAVEL.E

MATERIAL

3.0*

Growth

Value is the TSUPREM4 v6.5 default
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5.5 MOS versus MOSFET Structure
Although considerable savings in simulation time can be achieved through the use of a 1Dimensional (D) MOS structure, it is incapable of reproducing the low-frequency CV
characteristics observed in Chapter 4.3 in a complete AC analysis. However, such a
structure can be compared to the PTOX capacitor's accumulation and depletion
capacitances. In order to provide a minority carrier source for the inversion layer, a P+ S/D
must contact the inversion layer of the MOS device. By etching the POLY gate and gate
oxide immediately after POLY deposition, the gate stack forms a self-aligned mask for P+
S/D formation. The presence of these ETCH statements converts our process model from a
378 node ID simulation to a 2704 node 2D simulation. For a 200MHz UltraSparc
microprocessor, the 2D simulation can take several hours. Although it is preferable to use
a complete 2D MOSFET structure produced by TSUPREM4, the extreme simulation time
makes the 2D MOSFET simulation an impractical solution. With the help of TSUPREM4,
the bias conditions can be altered to adapt the PTOX structure for our device model. A
more complete discussion will be presented in Chapter 6.

5.6 Hardware Correlation
It is important to note that an accurate process model cannot be developed without
characterization data with which to correlate. In this section, the SIMS profiles from
Section 4.2 will be compared to the results of the process model. In order to better
correlate these two sets of data, several parameters in the process model must be altered
and optimized for the given data. These parameters are the loss variable (LOSS), the
average grain size (MIN.GRAI), and the effective diffusivity of boron in the POLY grains
(DIX.0 and DIX.E). Table 5.4 summaries the parameters obtained after hardware
correlation.
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Figure 5.6: Simulation data (solid lines) compared to SIMS profiles
(dotted lines)
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0.15

0.2

Table 5.4: Optimized Parameter Summary
Wafer Set

MIN.GRAI
(pm)

LOSS

DIX.0
(cm 2 sec- 1)

DIX.E
(eV)

PSDO-A

50x10-3

0.64

68

3.3

PSD1

50x10-3

0.27

42

3.3

PSD2

50x10-3

0.48

33

3.3

PSD3

60x10-3

0.18

58

3.3

PSD4

60x10-3

0.27

34

3.3

From Figure 5.6, several differences between the simulation results and the SIMS
profiles can be observed. First, the SIMS profile only extends 140-160nm into the POLY
gate, but the simulation extends a full 200nm. Although some error is present in the
determine of the depth axis, the SIMS profile data is taken without correction. The
difference in depths is assumed to be a result of sacrificial films during processing and the
removal of the silicide prior to SIMS. In addition, the dopant profile's deviation near the
POLY gate's top surface may have been caused by incomplete treatment of the silicidation
process. The second difference can be found at the gate oxide interface. The majority of
the SIMS profiles exhibit some increase in boron concentrations, peaking near this
interface. However, the process simulation produces no such increase. The segregation of
boron near the gate oxide interface was not considered in entirety, and may be the source
of the deviation. Examination of the device simulation data will provide additional insight
into the true nature of this peak. Despite these two variations, the profiles throughout the
bulk of the POLY gate match the SIMS profiles well.
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Chapter 6
Device Modeling
After completing the process model, the next logical step is the production of a working
device model. It is important to note that our device model efforts will be centered around
CV characteristics, not I-V or tunnelling characteristics. The development of a complete
device model is left for future works. In addition to TSUPREM4 v6.5, TMA has released
a capable device simulator, MEDICI v4.1. The incorporation of PD characteristics into
MEDICI and the device model is not straight forward as in the process model. MEDICI
contains no specific 1-dimensional or 2-dimensional polycrystalline material model as
does TSUPREM4. In fact, TSUPREM4 v6.5 has not yet extended the polycrystalline
model to both chemical and electrical behaviour. However, it is unclear whether grain
boundary effects need to be simulated directly. Perhaps their impact on carrier lifetimes
and other model parameters need only be included to reproduce the CV characteristics
presented in Chapter 4. In order to facilitate the transport of the process model parameters
and data to the device simulator, TSUPREM4's internal poisson solver will be utilized
instead of MEDICI. Although the capabilities of TSUPREM4 are not as extensive as
MEDICI, the ease of altering the gate's physical properties and gauging their impact on
electrical behaviour will prove invaluable. However, TSUPREM4's capabilities are
extensive enough to pinpoint any flaws in the process model and correlate our model to the
characterization data presented in Chapter 4. In fact, this simple approach to device
modeling will prove to be far more useful than diving into the complexities of MEDICI.

6.1 Critical Structure Parameters
Since the device simulator is an extension of our process simulator, TSUPREM4, the key
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structural parameters of the PTOX or PFET capacitors will be readily available. However,
it is important to note that key structural parameters will be targeted during device
simulation. In this section, the gate oxide thickness (tox), the substrate doping (ND), the
POLY gate doping (NpoLy), P+ Source/Drain doping (NSD), and the POLY gate thickness
(tpOLy) will be discussed. In addition to these parameters, the advantages and
disadvantages between the PTOX and PFET capacitors will be highlighted.
In any capacitor, the dielectric thickness (tox) and its associated dielectric constant
(Kox) are of paramount concern. Since the process model did not incorporate a rigorous
treatment of gate oxide growth, subtle variations in these parameters are not known.
Although the gate oxide is visible, the resolution of the TEM data is not sufficient to
produce an accurate measurement of gate oxide thickness. However, slight variations in
these two parameters are not expected to impact hardware correlation in any significant
manner. A nominal 4.Onm thick film is expected from this process technology, and this
dimension is carried forward through both the process and device models. Similarly, the
default value of 3.9 will be used for Kox. In addition, the dielectric constant for silicon
(Ksi) is also fixed to the default of 11.7. Quantities such as interface charge and fixed
oxide charge are assumed to be zero for the purposes of this device model. In the absence
of a complete gate oxide model, these values are not available, but it is reasonable to
assume that these quantities have been minimized during the course of technology
development.
From TEM data, the POLY gate is known to be approximately 180nm in thickness.
Although this diverges from the 200nm thick deposited film, it is expected that sacrificial
films and silicide formation have consumed approximately 20nm from the POLY gate's
upper surface. From Chapter 4, the anticipated PD depths are no greater than 10nm, far
from the top surface of the POLY gate. For the purposes of CV characteristics at low
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(10KHz-OOKHz) or even higher (100KHz-lMHz) AC frequencies, small fluctuations in
the gate thickness should not impact electrical behaviour. In an effort to limit model
complexity, no attempts will be made to properly model the silicide.
Only two other physical dimensions need to be discussed, and they are the N-type
diffusion well depth (tsx) and the device's total width (W). In order to prevent the
boundary conditions imposed by the substrate contact from affecting device behaviour,
tSX must be greater than the maximum substrate depletion depth of 62nm. For
convenience, tSy has been fixed to 1 m. Since it is impractical to reconstruct the PTOX or
PFET capacitors to full scale in the device simulator, W cannot be as large as the actual
device. For the PTOX capacitor structure, both the absolute capacitance and exact value of
W are irrelevant. The simulated CV characteristic can be normalized by the oxide
capacitance (Cox) or the maximum accumulation capacitance (CMAXAcc)

before

comparison to the hardware. For convenience, W will be fixed to 10pm. When simulating
the PFET capacitor, the absolute capacitance and the exact value of W are again irrelevant.
However, W must be large enough to minimize any contribution of overlap capacitance to
the device's net capacitance. Since the encroachment of the P+ Source/Drain is
approximately 25nm, a 10pm width is also a reasonable for the PFET capacitor.
In addition to the physical dimensions, the dopant concentration in the POLY gate and
the substrate must also be reproduced. As in the process model, a uniform phosphorus
concentration of ND=3x10 17 cm-3 will be used in the substrate. Based on the SRP profiles
in Chapter 4 and the current device simulation results, it is expected that ND will have to
be altered slightly for each experimental wafer set in order to better match VT,SXHowever, the true non-linear behaviour of ND near the gate oxide interface will affect the
device's electrical behaviour and should be targeted in a more complete process and
device model. Unlike the substrate, the POLY gate doping (NpoLy) is not as well behaved.
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From our CV measurements, the POLY gate depletion depth (tpD) was estimated to be no
greater than 10nm in Section 4.3. From Figure 4.4, the SIMS profile yields a well behaved,
slow varying dopant profile near the gate oxide interface, extending as far as 40nm into the
POLY gate. Although the dopant profile is peaked near the gate oxide interface, it is
doubtful that the dopant in this region is electrically active. Since the behaviour of the
dopant profile near the interface has not been determined by characterization methods or
verified by process simulation, NPOLY cannot be reduced to a spatially independent value.
One of the goals of this chapter is to explore the active dopant profile near the gate oxide
interface. The remaining dopant profile extending further into the POLY gate is of little
concern. Slight resistivity variations beyond the POLY depletion region will not affect the
CV characteristics of the MOS structure at low AC frequencies.
The final consideration is the use of the PTOX or PFET capacitor structure for the
device model. In addition to the time penalty incurred by the PFET structure, the device
simulator's capabilities must also be considered. Although MEDICI has the capability to
perform a detailed AC analysis for capacitance extraction, TSUPREM4 does not.
However, TSUPREM4 offers three modes of operation for a MOS structure, HIGH,LOW,
and DEEP. When the HIGH parameter is specified, the MOS structure is biased with a
high frequency AC signal and a slow DC ramp rate. The CV behaviour observed is similar
to the PTOX capacitor, where the inversion capacitance does not return to Cox. For the
DEEP parameter, the same high frequency AC signal is applied, but the DC ramp rate is
increased. The MOS structure will exhibit deep depletion effects under this mode of
operation. When the LOW parameter is specified, a low frequency AC signal and a slow
DC ramp rate are used. The CV characteristics produced in this mode of operation are
similar to the quasi-static case or the PFET capacitor, where the inversion capacitance will
return to Cox. The determination of a "high" or "low" frequency is an internal calculation
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performed by TSUPREM4, not controllable by the user. Since TSURPEM4 does not
allow the complete specification of bias conditions under a MOS capacitance extraction,
the simpler, PTOX capacitor structure will be used. Although the P+ Source/Drain and its
perimeter contribute to the device's net capacitance, the large area structure of both the
PTOX and PFET capacitor minimize their impact.
Table 6.1 summarizes the parameters carried forward from the characterization data in
Chapter 4 and the simulation results from Chapter 5 to the device model.
Table 6.1: Physical Parameter Summary
Parameter

Value

tPOLY

200nm

tax

4.Onm

ND

3x10 17 cm-3

NPOLY

From Process Model

6.2 Mesh Generation
Since TSUPREM4 is also being used as a device simulator, the mesh used for the
process model can also be used for the device model. The mesh generated in Section 5.2
has already considered the needs of the device model. For this reason, the reader is
referred to Section 5.2 for a complete mesh generation discussion. If mesh problems do
arise, the logical parameter, E.REGRID, defaults to true, but can be set to false with the
METHOD statement. By enabling E.REGRID, TSUPREM4 will adjust the grid spacing
according to the incremental changes in the depletion region due to the bias conditions. In
addition, a dense grid spacing is ensured near interfaces so that the quantum mechanical
model can be applied accurately.
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6.3 General Device Models
Previous research has been focused on the characterization and modeling of moderate PD
effects in MOS devices. Since PD effects have been considered a parasitic effect of deep
sub-micron MOS devices, very little research has gone into modeling extreme PD effects.
Most notably, the works of N. Arora, C. Huang, and R. Rios [23]-[25], have explored the
impact of PD effects on MOSFETs and simple CMOS gate performance. However,
previous research and even the current BSIM3v3.2 MOSFET model treat the POLY gate
as a uniformly doped and activated film. This approach may be adequate with moderate
PD effects, but under extreme PD, the non-uniform doping profile of the POLY gate must
be considered. The increased depletion depths and the leaner thermal budgets of modem
CMOS processes do not provide the optimal conditions for modeling.
In order to develop a device model for the PD device, several modeling considerations
must be addressed. Since TSUPREM4 does not extend its polycrystalline material model
to its device simulator, the existing models and parameters must be altered and adapted for
the PD device. TSUPREM4 allows the user to tailor several different aspects of carrier
statistics, mobility, contacts, quantum mechanical effects, and numerical methods. The
device model presented here only reflects the experimental wafer sets presented in Chapter
3. By further decreasing the POLY gate implant dose below 2.5x10 14 cm-2 , it may not be
possible to extend existing device simulators to model PD devices.
6.3.1 Carrier Statistics and Dopant Ionization
In order to model carrier statistics, either Maxwell-Boltzman or Fermi-Dirac statistics
must be selected. Although Maxwell-Boltzman statistics are less expensive, they can only
be applied to a limited range of dopant concentrations where the fermi level (Ef) is
distanced from the conduction or valence band edges. Mullers and Kamins [13]
recommends that dopant concentrations above 1019cm-3 be subject to Fermi-Dirac
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statistics and not Maxwell-Boltzman statistics. Since the POLY gate doping will be
greater than 1019 cm-3 for most of the experimental wafer sets, it is prudent to force FermiDirac statistics for our device models. In fact, the TSURPEM4 default for semiconductors
is Fermi-Dirac statistics, but the BOLTMAN logical parameter can be set false with the
MATERIAL statement to ensure Fermi-Dirac statistics are used. In addition, the
N. CONDUC, N. VALENC, and BANDGAP parameters, which control the conduction band
density of states, the valence band density of states, and the conduction-valence bandgap
energy, respectively, are left to the TSUPREM4 defaults.
In addition to carrier statistics, the incomplete ionization of impurities should be
modeled if Fermi-Dirac statistics are being used. Like Fermi-Dirac statistics, incomplete
Ionization defaults to true for all semiconductors. The IONIZATI parameter can be set to
true with the MATERIAL statement to force incomplete ionization modeling in a given
material. Again, the parameters associated with this model (G.DONOR, E.DONOR,
G.ACCEP, E.ACCEP, WORKFUNC, and AFFINITY) are left to the TSUPREM4 defaults.
6.3.2 Carrier Mobility
From Thin Film Transistor (TFT) research [26]-[28] and other grain boundary
research [29]-[30], it is known that the impact of grain boundary potential barriers on
carrier mobility is great. Since carrier mobility may be decreased significantly, the I-V
characteristics of a POLY film or a POLY TFT would be adversely affected. However, this
may not be true for the CV characteristics. In our device model, the contact to the POLY
gate has been enlarged and idealized so the need to distribute charge from a small area
contact to a large area parallel plate capacitor need not be considered. Even if this
condition were modeled, a sufficiently slow DC ramp rate will negate the effects of
reduced mobility. After a given DC bias has charged the MOS capacitor, quantum
mechanical tunneling is the only source of DC current through the MOS device. Without
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any significant DC current, there is no majority carrier transport through the POLY gate,
and the majority carrier mobility is not a concern.
In considering the AC bias, the MOS structure can be viewed as a RC circuit when it is
operated in the accumulation and depletion regimes. The resistance is dominated by the
majority carrier mobility and the current path through the POLY gate and substrate. The
capacitance is a bias dependent quantity, dependent on the migration of majority carriers
to and from the edge of the depletion region. If the period of the AC waveform is much
greater than that of the RC time constant, then quasi-static conditions apply. Once the
MOS structure passes into the inversion regime, it is the minority carriers that dominate
the capacitance. If the period of the AC waveform is large, there is sufficient time for a
minority carrier to migrate to the gate oxide interface and shield the depletion region from
additional electric field. However, if the period of the AC waveform is too short, a
minority carrier cannot migrate to the gate oxide interface, and a majority carrier from the
edge of the depletion region must be repelled instead. The presence of grain boundaries in
POLY films act as recombination centers for minority carriers and decrease their lifetime
substantially. Figure 6.1 shows the strong dependence of minority carrier lifetime on the
grain structure of a POLY film. For a 50nm average grain size, the minority carrier lifetime
is reduced to several picoseconds compared to the microsecond lifetime in a single crystal
film. It is this six order of magnitude reduction in lifetime that will affect inversion layer
formation in the POLY gate.
Since the majority carrier mobility is not of concern, the default concentration
dependent mobility tables (MOB.TABL parameter in the METHOD statement) will be
used. In order to properly model the POLY gate inversion characteristics, the minority
carrier lifetime must be reduced. However, TSUPREM4 only allows the user to control the
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mobility model and not the lifetime. The consequences of this lack of model control will
be examined in Section 6.4.
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Figure 6.1: The minority-carrier lifetime in POLY increases approximately
linearly with increasing grain size. Taken from [15].

6.3.3 Contacts and Boundary Conditions
In order to limit the device model complexity, the metal-silicon contacts have been
modeled as ohmic contacts. More complex contact modeling is possible with a better
understanding of the metal-silicide-silicon interfaces at the upper surface of the POLY
gate. However, the introduction of a complex model would obscure our goal of modeling
PD effects in the gate. For the sides and bottom of the mesh structure, reflecting
boundaries are imposed by TSUPREM4 as a default condition. Although a second
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alternative exists, an EXPOSED boundary, the reflecting boundary is a more reasonable
choice. Only the top surface of the mesh structure defaults to an EXPOSED boundary.
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6.3.4 Quantum Mechanical Effects
Several other researchers have shown that the effects of quantum mechanical (QM)
phenomena cannot be neglected when modeling deep submicron MOS devices. Although
these QM effects will not be discussed here, it is imperative that they are incorporated into
the device model. Figure 5.2 shows the impact of incorporating van Dort's bandgap
broadening scheme and band quantization on a MOSFET's CV inversion and
accumulation characteristics. TSUPREM4 is capable of applying a similar method to the
inversion regime of the CV characteristic, but not accumulation. The reader is referred to
the TSUPREM4 user's manual [20], Zollner et al [31], Voorde et al [32], and Rios et al
[33] for further discussion.

6.4 Hardware Correlation
Since the process and device simulator are contained within the same software package,
the CV characteristics of the POLY gate dopant profile, produced by the process model,
can be easily simulated. For the purposes of this discussion, the CV characteristics and
dopant profiles generated by TSUPREM4 based on the process and device models will be
referred to as simulated CVs and simulated profiles, respectively. The CV characteristics
and SIMS profiles presented in Chapter 4 will be referred to as CV data and SIMS,
respectively. This final comparison between the SIMS, CV data, simulated CVs, and
simulated profiles allows the evaluation of both the process and device models. In
addition, many of the uncertainties presented in Chapters 4 and 5 can now be resolved.
Figure 6.3 shows the results of a TSUPREM4 LOW CV extraction on all five
experimental wafer sets. At first glance, the simulated CVs diverge considerably from the
CV data during gate depletion and gate inversion; however, the fit in the accumulation and
substrate depletion regions is reasonably good. The differences near maximum substrate
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depletion and strong accumulation will be discussed later, but the bulk of this section will
be devoted to reconciling the differences near VTSX and within the gate depletion region.
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Figure 6.3: Process model CV characteristics. Solid lines represent
experimental data, and dotted lines represent simulation data.
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5

The simulated CVs under-estimate gate depletion near VT, SX, but quickly begin to
over-estimate gate depletion as the gate bias becomes more negative and approaches gate
inversion. Since the simulated CVs are higher near VTsx, the POLY depletion region
must be smaller and more difficult to form. This indicates that the simulated profile overestimates the carrier concentration at the gate oxide interface. In addition, the slope of the
simulated CVs during gate depletion is more severe than observed in the CV data. Since
the capacitance decreases more rapidly, the POLY depletion region is larger and grows
more rapidly with stronger negative bias. This electrical behaviour would indicate that the
simulated profile has under-estimated the carrier concentration.
Although this carrier concentration argument may appear to be a contradiction, the
initial capacitance after substrate inversion and the subsequent rate of capacitance loss
apply to different locations within the POLY gate. The depressed capacitance that follows
substrate inversion would support a lower carrier concentration near the gate oxide
interface, but as the depletion region grows, it encounters greater and greater carrier
concentrations. Since the depletion region encounters greater carrier concentrations, the
rate of depletion region growth decreases, and the corresponding decrease in capacitance
loss rate is observed. Despite all the conjectures concerning the carrier concentration
profile, the POLY depletion region is still small, and its maximum depth may be
approximately 10nm in depth. Therefore, the carrier concentration variations that occur
within this narrow region are extreme.
The simulated profiles, presented in Figure 5.6, all predict a nearly uniform boron and
carrier concentration near the gate oxide interface. However, comparisons between the
simulated CVs and the CV data have proven the simulated profiles to be incorrect. In fact,
the CV data would support the existence of a heavily graded carrier concentration profile
near the gate oxide interface. Before exploring the notion of a highly graded profile, there
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are several observations concerning the CV data to be noted. First, all five wafer sets
exhibit a different capacitance after substrate inversion. This observation is easily
discernible from Figure 4.5. In addition, those wafer sets known to have greater gate
implant doses and a higher boron concentration near the gate oxide interface also exhibit
higher capacitance after substrate inversion. These facts would indicate that the carrier
concentration near the gate oxide interface is not fixed and still dependent on the net boron
concentration. This excludes any phenomena which would pin the fermi level near the
gate oxide interface. Second, the rate of capacitance loss during gate depletion varies with
the boron concentration near the gate oxide interface. In Section 4.4, the carriers
concentrations extracted from the CV data support this observation. Although these
extracted concentrations were greater than revealed by SIMS, the relative concentrations
are consistent with the CV data. However, this over-estimation indicates some mechanism
of decreased POLY gate depletion depth. These two observations in conjunction with the
initial simulated CVs are the motivation for a highly graded carrier concentration profile.
In order to produce a highly graded carrier concentration profile, the existing process
model was utilized, but several key parameters were altered. These parameters included
the boron diffusivity exponential pre-factor (DIX.0); the dopant loss variable (LOSS); and
the boron segregation exponential pre-factor (SEG.0). In addition, the substrate
concentration was altered in order to match the simulated VTsx to the CV data. It is
important to note that the altered parameter values do not represent any physical
condition, but they serve as the means to produce a suitably graded carrier concentration
profile. Since these parameters were optimized for the POLY depletion region, the
resulting simulated profiles are expected to diverge considerably from the SIMS profile far
from the gate oxide interface. The highly graded profile is taken as an exercise to
understand the region closest to the gate oxide interface and does not serve as a complete
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model of the POLY gate. For convenience, the process model and associated parameters
used to generate the highly graded junction will be referred to as the GRADED model.
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Figure 6.4: GRADED model CV characteristics. Solid lines represent
experimental data, and dotted lines represent simulation data.
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5

Figure 6.4 shows the simulated CVs using the GRADED model, and Table 6.2
summarizes the required parameter values. By moving to the GRADED model, the fit near
substrate inversion and during gate depletion is good. Later in this section, the remaining
differences in the gate inversion, substrate depletion, and strong accumulation regions will
be discussed. Although the GRADED model has produced well correlated CV
characteristics, the plausibility of such a carrier concentration has not been assessed. In
order to do so, let us examine the dopant profiles produced by SIMS, the original process
model, and the GRADED model.
Table 6.2: GRADED Process Model Parameters
Wafer Set

LOSS

DIX.0
(cm 2 sec 1)

NWCONC
33

SEG.0

(cm )

PSDO-A

0.45

100

3.0x10

17

10.0

PSD1

-3.30

100

3.5x10

17

0.5

PSD2

-2.00

33

3.0x10

17

0.1

PSD3

-4.00

80

3.0x10

17

1.0

PSD4

-4.25

34

3.0x10

17

0.1

Figure 6.5 shows the boron concentration profiles derived from all three sources for all
five experimental wafers sets. The original process model shows a good fit to the SIMS
data throughout the bulk of the POLY gate. It is the author's belief that the process model
is a good representation of the boron distribution process throughout the POLY gate;
however, this does not include the region near the gate oxide. Examining the GRADED
model, the boron concentration falls off rapidly in the proximity of the gate oxide. In
addition, the differences between the SIMS profile and the GRADED model or the process
model and the GRADED model increase as the boron concentration decreases near the
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gate oxide interface. This is also reflected in the simulated CVs when compared to the CV
data in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.5: Boron concentration profiles for original process model
(solid), GRADED model (dashed), and SIMS (dotted).
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Figure 6.6 shows a more detailed view of the SIMS and GRADED model profiles near
the gate oxide interface. Since the simulated CVs rely on the carrier concentration, the
activated portion of the simulated profiles are shown instead of the net dopant
concentration. Again, the deviation between SIMS and the GRADED model increases as
the boron concentration near the gate oxide interface decreases. Using two different
sorting criteria, Table 6.3 summarizes the interface concentrations produced from SIMS
and the GRADED model. The first set of five columns sort the wafer sets according to the
GIl implant dose, and the second set of five columns are sorted according to the interface
concentration. In addition, the activated fraction, or ratio of simulated to SIMS
concentrations, is also shown. It is important to note that the activated fraction seems to
decrease as the GIl implant dose decreases, not the interface concentration. Figure 6.7
shows the activated fraction plotted against the GIl implant dose, and a reasonably linear
relationship can be observed. It is unexpected that the activated fraction does not have
such a strong relationship with the interface concentration.
It has not been established if the carrier concentration profile parallels the boron
concentration profile. If the decreased carrier concentrations near the gate oxide interface
were caused by interface traps similar to those found in GBs, these traps would show some
evidence of saturation with increasing gate implant dose. If the y-intercept in Figure 6.7
had been negative, this may indicate the existence of a some critical concentration
necessary to fill a given trap density. However, the y-intercept is positive. If the critical
concentration was not yet reached at the gate oxide interface, then the clearly defined
differences in the CV characteristics would not have been observed. The region near the
gate oxide interface would have to be depleted to fill the traps, and this depletion region
would have been observed as an extremely large tOLEFF- In addition, an interface trap
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density of 1012 cm-2 would be implied from a surface concentration of 2x10 19cm3.
However, such a high trap density is unlikely in modem CMOS process technologies.
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Figure 6.6: Boron concentration profiles for the GRADED model (dashed)
and SIMS (dotted).
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Table 6.3: GRADED model and SIMS Interface Concentrations
GIl Dose

SIMS

GRADED

Activated

Wafer Set

(cm- 2 )

(cm-3

(cm-3 )

Fraction

PSDO-A

3.5x10 15

4.785x10 1 9

3.849x10 1 9

0.804

PSD1

1.0x10 15

2.634x10 1 9

1.445x10 1 9

0.548

PSD3

7.5x10 1 4

3.592x10 1 9

1.927x10 1 9

0.536

PSD2

5.0x10 14

7.601x10

18

3.435x10 18

0.452

PSD4

2.5x10 14

1.167x10 19

4.595x10 1 8

0.394

PSDO-A

3.5x10 15

4.785x10 1 9

3.849x10 1 9

0.804
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7.5x10 14

3.592x10 1 9

1.927x10 1 9

0.536

PSD1

1.0x10 15

2.634x10 1 9

1.445x10 1 9

0.548

PSD4

2.5x10 14

1.167x10 1 9

4.595x10 18

0.394
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From the GRADED model, the boron concentration near the gate oxide interface has
not been pinned to a particular concentration. This eliminates the possibility of a drastic
reduction in silicon substitutional sites near the gate oxide interface; however, it does not
rule out a smaller reduction. The convergence of POLY GBs and the gate oxide interface
may have reduced the quantity of substitutional sites where boron can be incorporated into
the silicon crystal lattice. If so, then the segregation of dopant near the gate oxide interface
would not be modeled properly. TSUPREM4 assumes a uniform substitutional site density
in a material specified by the CG.MAX parameter. Perhaps the interface between the
POLY gate and the gate oxide is not so distinct, producing a disordered region of finite and
significant width. Due to the limited number of substitutional sites, boron diffusing rapidly
through grain boundaries would segregate and collect just prior to entering this region.
Such as segregation mechanism implies that the boron concentration in the disordered
region is some fractional portion, determined by a segregation coefficient, of the boron
concentration just outside of the region. From Table 6.3, the relationship between the
surface concentration and the activated fraction does not support this hypothesis. Although
this is a reasonable hypothesis, neither SIMS nor any other characterization method has
the resolution necessary to verify this hypothesis.
Since the POLY gate depletion region is small, the determination of the POLY/oxide
interface is of a paramount concern. When interpreting the SIMS profiles, the boron peak
near the interface was taken as this interface. However, if the actual interface were slightly
deeper, we find that the boron concentration drops off rapidly. If the GRADED model
simulated profiles were offset from the peak, some of the differences between the
GRADED model simulated profiles and the SIMS profiles could be reduced. In addition,
the limited resolution of SIMS makes the alignment of simulated profiles to the SIMS
profiles more difficult.
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Despite the corrections to the simulated profiles, the POLY gate inversion is still
incorrect. From Figure 6.4, the gate inversion of the simulated CVs are more abrupt than
the CV data. The CV curve's gradual transition from the gate depletion region to gate
inversion may indicate additional variations in the carrier concentration profile. Perhaps
the carrier concentration rapidly increases from the gate oxide interface, reaches a
maximum concentration, and begins to decrease. Such a peaked carrier concentration
profile might provide additional minority carriers as the POLY gate depletion region
reaches its maximum depth. The availability of these minority carriers would allow an
inversion layer to form more easily, producing a more gradual gate inversion. If such a
situation did exist, the SIMS profile may be an accurate representation of the carrier
concentration, and our placement of the gate oxide interface at the boron peak would be
incorrect. Since TSUPREM4 does not include the capability to accept a user generated
dopant profile, the generation of more complex dopant profiles is difficult. However, a
more advanced device simulator such as MEDICI does have this capability. In addition,
gate inversion requires proper modeling of minority carriers in the POLY gate. Since
TSUPREM4 does not have the capability to alter the minority carrier lifetime in different
material regions, it is not known if they are the cause of the discrepancy. Perhaps a
combination of these two phenomena will produce the gradual gate inversion.
Another variation can be found in the substrate depletion region. Once the substrate
nears its maximum depletion depth, the simulated CVs are not as well matched to the CV
data. This could also be the result of a non-uniform carrier concentration in the substrate.
Since the substrate formation was not completely modeled, some variation is expected.
However, the resolution of this variation is left to a future work where a complete process
model can be developed.
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The final difference can be observed in the strong accumulation regime of the CV
characteristic. It is important to note that TSUPREM4's quantum mechanical model is
only applied to the inversion regime, not the accumulation regime. From Figure 6.2, there
is a significant correlation improvement when quantum mechanical effects are modeled
both in accumulation and inversion regimes.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Despite growing concerns of POLY gate depletion effects in sub-micron MOS devices,
several individuals throughout the industry have attempted to harness PD effects in a
beneficial manner. By decreasing the dopant concentrations in the POLY gate, PD effects
can be enhanced, and the effective gate oxide thickness can be increased. By doing so, the
resulting PD MOS device can withstand greater voltage bias. With the use of an additional
mask, a high voltage MOS device can be fabricated without the use of any additional
thermal processing. This provides a more attractive alternative to the Dual Gate Oxide
MOS devices currently being introduced by semiconductor companies.
During the course of this thesis, the unique physical and electrical characteristics of
various PD devices have been explored. From prior research, it is known that the grain
boundaries present in POLY thin films adversely affect the dopant redistribution process
and the net electrical behaviour. However, the extent of these affects are strongly
dependent on the deposition conditions and subsequent processing which the POLY thin
film experiences. This particular point was illustrated during the characterization data
discussion (Chapter 4) and the process model development (Chapter 5). Although
reasonable values were extracted from the literature, the process model required far more
data than was presented in Chapter 4. Even if the POLY gates were characterized
completely, and all parameters of the TSUPREM4 polycrystalline material model were
determined, variations in the process flow could easily cause the model to fail.
Defects also play a crucial role in the accuracy of the process model. The impact of
eliminating substrate preparation, oxidation, pre-amorphization, thin film deposition, and
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silicidation modeling from the process model became more apparent during hardware
correlation. If the pre-amorphization process were thoroughly modeled, much of the
ambiguity surrounding boron's diffusivity in the POLY gate may be eliminated. In order to
accomplish this, a complete understanding of TED and TSUPREM4's transient model is
imperative. Despite the simplicity of the process model, reasonable correlation between
the model and the characterization data was achieved; however, the model breaks down in
two regions. First, the model diverges from the SIMS profiles near the POLY gate's upper
surface. It is expected that the silicidation process is the source of this discrepancy.
Second, the process model underestimates the boron concentration near the POLY gate /
gate oxide interface. Since SIMS, SRP, and other characterization methods are known to
be unreliable near material interfaces, the true nature of this interface cannot be
determined.
Although physical methods are not feasible, the boron concentration near the POLY
gate / gate oxide interface can be explored through device simulation (Chapter 6). Using
the poisson solver available in TSUPREM4, the process model proved to be inaccurate.
Since the POLY gate depletion region is small and contained within l0nm of the gate
oxide interface, the boron concentration near this interface is crucial. In Chapter 4, the
boron concentration extracted from the CV characteristics was much greater than revealed
by SIMS. This analysis assumes a uniform dopant profile in the POLY gate depletion
region; however, device modeling has shown that a non-uniform dopant profile provides
the best correlation to hardware. In fact, the boron peak observed from the SIMS profile
may conceal a poorly activated region near the gate oxide interface. These alternative
profiles were presented in Chapter 6, but the parameters used to generate these profiles are
non-physical. At the present time, the means to combine the process model and these
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alternative active, boron profiles is unknown. This poor understanding of the boron
concentration is believed to be the root cause of poor model to hardware correlation.
In addition to insufficient data, both the device model and simulator are inadequate to
reproduce the POLY gate's electrical behaviour. Neither TSUPREM4 or a more advanced
device simulator, such as MEDICI, provides the parameters necessary to model
polycrystalline materials. TSUPREM4 neither provides a complete quantum mechanical
model for all regions of MOS operation nor does it provide an adequate carrier model for
grain boundary effects. However, these deficiencies account for only small variations
between the device model and hardware. If a more complete process model where to be
developed, the advanced features of a true device simulator would be required.
The introduction of the PD device will be delayed by many of the problems described
in this thesis. Due to the complexity of POLY thin films, the PD device performance may
vary considerably. In order to better understand PD devices, a characterization method to
probe the region near the POLY/oxide interface must be developed. Ideally, both the
physical and electrical dopant concentrations could be determined in this region, so that
process and device models can be accurately correlated with hardware data. In addition,
both process and device simulation tools provide minimal resources with which to model
POLY films. Until more complex models are introduced in TCAD tools, accurate process
and device simulation will not be possible. Even if these models were to be developed,
circuit simulators i.e. HSPICE must also be able to accommodate the PD device's
behaviour. At the present time, the BSIM3v3.2 MOSFET circuit model only supports a
linear degradation of inversion capacitance. The extreme PD effects observed for our
experimental wafer sets could not be represented. In light of these difficulties, a PD device
is not yet a practical alternative to Dual Gate Oxide MOS devices.
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Appendix A

C-V Measurements
The experimental CV characteristics presented in Chapters 4 and 6 were obtained using an
Electroglas 2001 automated wafer test station fitted with a single lot wafer handler. The
wafer handler allows the test station to sequentially measure 25 wafers without
interruption. The wafer is placed on a thermal chuck in order to provide temperature
stability and additional electrical isolation during test. In order to probe the devices, a
shielded, multi-pin probe card was used to contact the wafer's front side. All electrical
contacts were made from the front side of the wafer. Since this wafer station was designed
for automated use, the probe card is then routed to a Keithley 707 switch mainframe
(switch matrix) utilizing their 7174 low current switch matrix cards. The switch matrix
allows any one piece of instrumentation to have access to all pins on the probe card.
Although the switch matrix introduces some parasitic capacitance into the measurement, a
proper calibration of the HP4284A capacitance meter will compensate for the additional
parasitic capacitances. From the switch matrix, a HP4284A high frequency capacitance
meter is used to drive the measurement. This particular capacitance meter contains its own
DC power source, so no external DC source is needed. All connections in this system
utilize TRIAX cabling for improved shielding and noise rejection. In order to control the
HP4284A, switch matrix, and Electroglas 2001, an IBM RS/6000 workstation running the
control software was used to send commands to the various instruments. In addition, the
workstation also collected the necessary data points for future data analysis. Figure A.1
shows a schematic diagram of the system.
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The HP4284A capacitance meter was driven from +5 Volts to -5 Volts for both the
PTOX and PFET capacitors. The DC bias was stepped at 25mV in order to ensure
adequate sample density during substrate and POLY gate inversion. Again, a 10KHz AC
bias with a 50mV amplitude was used for all measurements. All wafers were measured at
a temperature of 25 0 C.

Figure A.1: CV measurement instrumentation
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Appendix B
Statistical Analysis of C-V Data
Due to the automated nature of these measurements, a greater number of samples can
be acquired for each experimental wafer set. As presented in Chapter 3, 18 to 20 die were
selected from each wafer of each experimental wafer set. Each of these die contains a
PFET and a PTOX capacitor, and each capacitor requires approximately 400 data points
for a complete CV measurement. Since the data pool is immense, critical parameters from
each CV curve have been extracted. These parameters will provide a means to correlate
the CV characteristics of a device across a single wafer and across an experimental wafer
set. Figure B. 1 shows the parameters extracted from each PTOX/PFET capacitor pair.
Note that the capacitance scale has been normalized to the theoretical Cox. Since Cox is a
constant scale factor, the validity of the analysis should not be affected.
There are four pairs of values shown in Figure B. 1 to be extracted from each pair of
capacitors. For each die, the corresponding PFET capacitor and PTOX capacitor CV
curves were plotted against each other. First, CACC, MAX is taken at VACC,MAX and
provides a one point oxide capacitance, Cox, determination. Although Chapter 4 describes
a complex methodology for Cox determination, the one point method is still a valid gauge
of the capacitor's characteristics. The value of VACCMAX is fixed at +5V. Second,
CSX.MN is taken at VT and provides a gauge for the substrate characteristics. CSX.MI Is
the minimum capacitance measure during substrate depletion, and VT is the corresponding
gate voltage. Third, CPD,MIN is taken at VPD,MN as an indicator of the boron
concentration near the gate oxide interface. CPD,MI

is the maximum capacitance

measured during the gate depletion, and VPD,MN is the corresponding voltage. Finally,
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CPD,MAX is taken at VPDMAX as an indicator of the POLY depletion depth and boron
concentrations further from the interface. CPD,MAX is the minimum capacitance measured
during gate depletion, and VPDMAX is the corresponding voltage.
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Figure B.1: Parameters extracted for statistical analysis

For statistical analysis, the distribution of values is assumed to be gaussian. Table B. 1
through B.4 summarize the means and standard deviations of the extracted parameters
sorted according to wafer. Since the CV data of PSDO-A and PSDO-B wafer sets show
minimal PD effects, it is more difficult to discern VPD,MIN,VPD,MAX, CPD,MIN, and
CPD,MAX, and larger variations are expected. However, the standard deviations for all
wafers are generally a small fraction (<1%) of the mean value. The extraction of
VPD,MIN shows the greatest variation, exhibiting standard deviations 5% from the mean.
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In addition, there is very little difference between wafers of the same wafer set. In almost
all cases, the differences are smaller than the DC gate bias step of 25mV and would be
obscured by the testing process.

Table B.1: Statistical Analysis of VACC,MAX, CACC,MAX
CACC,MAX

CACC,MAX

VACC,MAX

VACC,MAX

Good
Die

Mean
(V)

Std Dev
(V)

Mean
(Cox)

Std Dev
(Cox)

1

20/20

5

0

0.9802

0.0050

2

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

3

10/10

5

0

0.9793

0.0016

4

14/18

5

0

0.9775

0.0018

1

20/20

5

0

0.9788

0.0035

2

16/20

5

0

0.9810

0.0028

PSD1

1

10/10

5

0

0.9759

0.0023

PSD2

1

10/10

5

0

0.9762

0.0024

2

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

1

20/20

5

0

0.9789

0.0061

2

14/20

5

0

0.9791

0.0034

3

14/20

5

0

0.9791

0.0029

4

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

1

14/20

5

0

0.9794

0.0033

2

14/20

5

0

0.9795

0.0032

3

20/20

5

0

0.9798

0.0058

4

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

Wafer

Wafer

#

Set

#

PSDO-A

PSDO-B

PSD3

PSD4
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Table B.2: Statistical Analysis of V, CSXMIN
Wafer
Set

Wafer
#

#
Good
Die

VT
Mean
(V)

VT
Std Dev
(V)

CSX,MIN
Mean
(Cox)

CSX,MIN
Std Dev
(Cox)

PSDO-A

1

20/20

-0.2675

0.0216

0.1958

0.0033

2

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

3

10/10

-0.2750

0

0.1989

0.0034

4

14/18

-0.2679

0.0117

0.1912

5.3148E-4

1

20/20

-0.2525

0.0077

0.1890

5.7363E-4

2

16/20

-0.2422

0.0120

0.1932

9.3450E-4

PSD1

1

10/10

-0.3300

0.0158

0.1937

0.0013

PSD2

1

10/10

-0.4250

0.0118

0.1871

0.0015

2

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

1

20/20

-0.3100

0.0126

0.1926

0.0013

2

14/20

-0.3161

0.0124

0.1910

0.0028

3

14/20

-0.2929

0.0117

0.1879

5.2014E-4

4

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

1

14/20

-0.3839

0.0124

0.1824

7.6118E-4

2

14/20

-0.3946

0.0145

0.1819

6.9929E-4

3

20/20

-0.4088

0.0122

0.1825

0.0016

4

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

PSDO-B

PSD3

PSD4
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Table B.3: Statistical Analysis of VPD,MIN, CPD.MIN
CPD,MIN

Wafer

Wafer

#

VPD,MIN

VPD,MIN

CPD,MIN

Set

#

Good
Die

Mean
(V)

Std Dev
(V)

Mean
(Cox)

Std Dev
(Cox)

PSDO-A

1

20/20

-1.2862

0.0641

0.8010

0.0027

2

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

3

10/10

-1.2775

0.0492

0.7980

0.0023

4

14/18

-1.3179

0.0372

0.7986

0.0022

1

20/20

-1.3787

0.0645

0.8153

0.0020

2

16/20

-1.3781

0.0386

0.8166

0.0028

PSD1

1

10/10

-0.9675

0.0355

0.7051

0.0026

PSD2

1

10/10

-0.8850

0.0503

0.5998

0.0695

2

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

1

20/20

-1.0150

0.0366

0.7408

0.0028

2

14/20

-0.9786

0.0237

0.7409

0.0017

3

14/20

-0.9929

0.0359

0.7416

0.0043

4

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

1

14/20

-0.8536

0.0237

0.6083

0.0063

2

14/20

-0.8482

0.0410

0.6081

0.0024

3

20/20

-0.8575

0.0452

0.6061

0.0066

4

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

PSDO-B

PSD3

PSD4
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Table B.4: Statistical Analysis of VPD,MAX, CPD,MAX
Wafer

Wafer

#

CPD,MAX

VPD,MAX

VPD,MAX

CPD,MAX

Mean
(Cox)

Std Dev
(Cox)

Set

#

Good
Die

Mean
(V)

Std Dev
(V)

PSDO-A

1

20/20

-3.5462

0.1145

0.7636

0.0038

2

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

3

10/10

-3.5075

0.0514

0.7599

0.0029

4

14/18

-3.5643

0.0758

0.7601

0.0029

1

20/20

-3.8312

0.0692

0.7825

0.0016

2

16/20

-3.8359

0.0866

0.7838

0.0027

PSD1

1

10/10

-2.6325

0.0290

0.6434

0.0029

PSD2

1

10/10

-2.0700

0.0258

0.5273

0.0043

2

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

1

20/20

-2.9937

0.0579

0.6757

0.0032

2

14/20

-3.0089

0.0711

0.6748

0.0016

3

14/20

-3.0268

0.0750

0.6751

0.0038

4

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

1

14/20

-2.2036

0.0469

0.5542

0.0052

2

14/20

-2.2232

0.0249

0.5542

0.0017

3

20/20

-2.2188

0.0343

0.5538

0.0051

4

X

NOT

TESTED

NOT

TESTED

PSDO-B

PSD3

PSD4
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Appendix C
Process Model Simulation Deck Listing
The following input deck was developed under TSUPREM4 v6.5 and used to generate the
data presented in Chapters 5 and 6. Note that a dollar sign, $, is the TSUPREM4 comment
character.

$

James Chingwei Li
$ Simple Model Deck

$
$
$
$

PACKAGE

Simulator
DEVICE
DATE

: Stand Alone
: TS4v6.5
: Control A Pgate

: 01/12/99

$ MACRO Definition
$
$ James Chingwei Li
Simple Model Deck

$
$ PACKAGE
$ Simulator
$ DEVICE
DATE

:
:
:
:

Stand Alone
TS4v6.5
Control A Pgate
01/12/99

$
MACRO Definition

define
$ define
define
define
define
def ine
define
$ define

PATH
PATH
SXDEPL
NWTHICK
MINOXY
MAXX
MINPOLYX
MINPOLYY

/amd/mtl-home/home0/152j02/Output

/export/home0/152j02/Output
0.25
2.00
0.0005
10
1
0.0001
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define MINPOLYY

0.0005

define EXTX

@{MAXXI/2

define
define
define
define
define
define
define
define

0
1.0
22
14
0.5
-0.3
18
16

EXTY
CUTY
PMAXY
PMINY
PMAXX
PMINX
PLEGX
PLEGY

$ User Defined Parameters

----------------------------------------------------$ Control

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

A
define FILE
conA
These values match the SIMS
define LOSS
0.640
define IIDOSE
3.5e15
define GRAIN
0.050
define DIFF
68
define NWCONC
3.0e17
These values match the CV
define LOSS
0.45
define IIDOSE
3.5e15
define GRAIN
0.050
define DIFF
100
define NWCONC
3.0e17
define SEGRCOFF
10.0

------------------------------------------------------$ PSD1
$ define FILE
psdl
$ These values match the SIMS
0.270
$ define LOSS
$ define IIDOSE
1.0e15
$ define GRAIN
0.050
$ define DIFF
42
3.0e17
$ define NWCONC
$ These values match the CV
-3.30
$ define LOSS
1.0e15
$ define IIDOSE
$ define GRAIN
0.050
$ define DIFF
100
$ define NWCONC
3.50e17
$ define SEGRCOFF
0.50

-------------------------------------------------------
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$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

PSD2
psd2
define FILE
These values match the SIMS
0.480
define LOSS
5.0e14
define IIDOSE
0.050
define GRAIN
33
define DIFF
3.0e17
define NWCONC
These values match the CV
-2.00
define LOSS
5.0e14
define IIDOSE
0.050
define GRAIN
define DIFF
33
3.0e17
define NWCONC
0.1
define SEGRCOFF

$ ------------------------------------------------------$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

PSD3
psd3
define FILE
These values match the SIMS
0.180
define LOSS
7.5e14
define IIDOSE
0.060
define GRAIN
58
define DIFF
3.0e17
define NWCONC
These values match the CV
-4.00
define LOSS
7.5e14
define IIDOSE
0.060
define GRAIN
define DIFF
80
3.0e17
define NWCONC
1.0
define SEGRCOFF

$ ------------------------------------------------------$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

PSD4
psd4
define FILE
These values match the SIMS
0.270
define LOSS
2.5e14
define IIDOSE
0.060
define GRAIN
34
define DIFF
3.0e17
define NWCONC
These values match the CV
-4.25
define LOSS
2.5e14
define IIDOSE
0.060
define GRAIN
34
define DIFF
3.0e17
define NWCONC
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$ define SEGRCOFF

0.1

define GIO

(1-@{LOSS})*4e14

define GIl

(1-@{LOSS})*@{IIDOSE}

$ MODEL Definition
$ Avoid using the Extended Defects module
$ Back Vector Count (more vectors = faster convergence and
$ more memory)
method back=5
$ Fully Coupled Diffusion Model
$ Most complete diffusion and implant damage model
method PD.FULL

$ Set to compressible viscous model
method viscous
$ Equilibrium dopant activation model (auto true)
method ACT.EQUI
$ Set initial time interval (ensure accuracy in damage
$ model)
method init.time=le-6

$ Physical Constants
$ Extra Implant Tags

$ Point Defect Simulation (auto true in pd.full)
define DAM

damage

$ Poly-Silicon Model Parameters
$ Modified Diffusion Coefficients
$ Field Enhanced Diffusion in Poly-Si and Si,
$ poly-crystal line model for POLY
material poly

e.field polycrys
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material silicon e.field

Grain Boundary Coefficients
G.DENS

F11
F22
GRASZ.0
GRASZ.E
TEMP.BRE
FRAC.TA

GEOM
GAMMA. 0
GAMMA.E
DSIX.E .0
DSIP.E .0
DSIM.E .0
DSIMM.E .0

GBE.0

.1

.H

DLGX.E .0
EAVEL.0 .E
TOXIDE
TBU.E .0

Geometric coefficient for GB area/volume
Perpendicular GB Diffusion modifier
Parallel GB Diffusion modifier
Initial grain size (used only at dep)
Initial grain size exponential factor
Breakpoint temperature (used only at dep)
Amorphous condition (used only at dep)
Grain regrowth factor
Grain regrowth initial value
Grain regrowth exponent
Si neutral self diffusivity
Si singly positive vacancy diffusivity
Si singly negative vacancy diffusivity
Si doubly negative vacancy diffusivity
Grain Boundary Energy
Epitaxial regrowth grain diffusivity
Epitaxial regrowth velocity
Poly-Epi-Si Interfacial oxide
Break-Up time for poly-epi interfacial oxide

$ Calculated to be 2, 2 is also default
material poly

g.dens=2.0

$ Kamins p.106, lateral and normal diffusion ~= for boron in
$ thin films
$ Kamins p.96, GB/G diffusion model selection
f11=1.0 f22=1.0
material poly
$
$
$
$
$

Kamins p.54 625C 0.6um Poly-Si film has 70nm grain size
GRASZ.E=0 to disable temperature activated grain sizing
GRASZ.0=0 to force columnar grain structure
Force MIN.GRAI in amorphous conditions w/ FRAC.TA=0
TEMs indicate a slightly smaller grain size, lots of damage
material poly grasz.0=0.0 grasz.e=0.0 min.grai=@{GRAIN} +
temp.bre=600 frac.ta=0

$ Disable Grain Gowth
material poly geom=0.0 gamma.0=0.0 gamma.e=0.0

$

GB/Impurity Interaction Coefficients
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wbo

W

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

VELIF.0
VELIF.E
ALPHA
NSEG
Q.SITES
GSEG.E .0
GSEG.INI
CG.MAX

$
$
$
$

GB trap density
Kamins p.166 states 1e12 areal density, GB conc is too low
Q.SITES adjusted to get 5e17-1e18 GB conc.
Default CG.MAX=5e22
impurity mat=poly imp=boron
q. sites=2 . 5e12
impurity mat=poly imp=boron
gseg.e=0
gseg.0=2e10

GB segregation velocity initial value
GB segregation velocity exponent
G/GB ratio of segregation velocity
Segregation/Impurity Drag Exponent
GB trap density
GB/G entropy of segregation
Inital dopant segregation at introduction
Max Impurity Concentration in grains

$ Impurity Diffusion Coefficients
$ CM.SEC
$ FGB

Forces cgs unit system
Diffusivity factor when POLY model is off

$ Impurities in Poly-Si (based on Kamins values)
$ Vertical and lateral diffusion ~ same
$ Increased diffusion due to TED and match hardware
impurity mat=poly imp=boron
cm.sec fgb=O.0 +
dix.O=@{DIFF} dix.e=3.30 dip.0=0.0 dim.0=0.0 dimm.0=0.0
$ Kamins p.100, estimated grain boundary difusivity
impurity mat=poly imp=gb boron
cm.sec fgb=0.0 +
dix.0=6.6e-3 dix.e=1.86 dip.0=0.0 dim.0=0.0 dimm.0=0.0
impurity mat=poly /materia=oxide imp=boron seg. 0=@{SEGRCOFF}

$ Interface and Segregation Coefficients

$ Extrapolated from Campbell p.14
impurity mat=silicon imp=boron ss.clear
impurity mat=silicon imp=boron ss.conc=2.6e+20
impurity mat=silicon imp=boron ss.conc=2.9e+20
impurity mat=silicon imp=boron ss.conc=3.Oe+20
impurity mat=silicon imp=boron ss.conc=3.4e+20
impurity mat=silicon imp=boron ss.conc=4.Oe+20
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ss.temp=650
ss. temp=700
ss.temp=800
ss.temp=900
ss.temp=1000

impurity mat=silicon imp=boron ss.conc=4.4e+20 ss.temp=1100

impurity mat=silicon imp=boron ss.conc=5.Oe+20 ss.temp=1200

$ Set Output Device

option device=cl/postscript

$ MESH Definition

$ 1D conditions until forced 2d
mesh fast
$ Set Global Grid Scale Factor
mesh grid.fac=1.0
$ Set Vertical Oxide Growth Grid Spacing
method dy.oxide=@{MINOXY}

$ Ratio of grid spacing in growing oxide to consumed silicon
$ Used only if dy.oxide is forced to zero
method grid.oxi=1.0
$ X (parallel to wafer plane) Axis
$ Resolution in x-axis must match grain size
spac=@{MINPOLYX}
line x loc=0.00
line x loc=@{MAXX} spac=@{MINPOLYX}
$ Y (Normal to wafer plane) Axis
$ Estimated Substrate Depletion is 228nm

0.000
$line y loc=
line y loc= 0.000
line y
line y

loc=@{SXDEPL}
loc=@{NWTHICK}

line y loc=100.000
$

spac= 0.0005
spac= 0.0025
spac= 0.0100
spac= 0.1000

spac=15.0000

Substrate Formation

$ N+ Substrate (Blank)
INITIALIZE <100> PHOSPHORUS=@{NWCONC}
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$ GATE OXIDE = 4.0 nm

deposit oxide thicknes=0.004 dy=@{MINOXY}
EXTRACT OXIDE X=@{EXTX} THICKNESS PREFIX="Oxide Thickness"

$ PFET Pre-Gate Plots
$ Set the Plot File Name
OPTION PLOT.OUT=@{PATH}/@{FILE} .ps

$ Plot Boron and Phosphorus Concentrations
select z=log10(boron) +
LABEL="Chemical Doping Concentration (1/cm3)" +
TITLE="Pre-Gate PFET (B/10KeV/3 .5E15)"
plot .1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX} BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY}
LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXX} COLOR=2 CURVE

+

select z=log10(phosphorus)
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX}
CURVE AAXES

ABOUNDARY

ACLEAR

COLOR=3 +

label label="Boron" cm c.rect=2 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGXI y=@{PLEGY}

label label="Phosphorus" cm c.rect=3 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}-1

$ Plot the active doping concentrations
select z=loglO(active(boron)) +
LABEL="Electrical Doping Concentration (1/cm3)" +
TITLE="Pre-Gate PFET (B/10KeV/3 . 5E15)"
plot .1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX} BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY} +
LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXX} COLOR=2 CURVE

select z=loglO(active(phosphorus))
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX}
CURVE ^AXES

ABOUNDARY

ACLEAR

COLOR=3 +

label label="Boron" cm c.rect=2 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}

label label="Phosphorus" cm c.rect=3 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}-1
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$ Plot G versus GB Concentrations
select z=log10(gb(boron)) +
LABEL="Chemical Doping Concentration (1/cm3)" +
TITLE="Pre-Gate PFET G/GB Boron"
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX} BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY}
LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXX} COLOR=6 CURVE

+

select z=log10(boron-gb(boron))
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX}

CURVE

ABOUNDARY

^CLEAR COLOR=2 +

AAXES

label label="G Boron" cm c.rect=2 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}

label label="GB Boron" cm c.rect=6 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGYI-1

$ Poly-Gate Deposition
$ Split the Poly Dep into 2 steps to maintain nodal density
$ Assume constant grain size from top to bottom,
$ but use linear grain growth model (see TMA Manual)
DEPOSITION POLYSILI TEMPERAT=625 THICKNES=0.020 +
DY=@{MINPOLYY} GSZ . LIN
EXTRACT OXIDE X=@{EXTX} THICKNESS PREFIX="Oxide Thickness"
DEPOSITION POLYSILI TEMPERAT=625 THICKNES=0.180 +

DY=0.0100 GSZ.LIN
EXTRACT OXIDE X=@{EXTX) THICKNESS PREFIX="Oxide Thickness"

$ Gate Implant 0

implant bf2 energy=10 dose=@{GIO} impl.tab=bf2 @{DAM}

$ PFET PRE-GIO Plots

$ Plot Boron and Phosphorus Concentrations
select z=log10(boron) +
LABEL="Chemical Doping Concentration (1/cm3)" +
TITLE="PRE-GIO PFET (B/10KeV/3 .5E15)"
plot.ld X.VALUE=@{EXTX} BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY}
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+

LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXX}

COLOR=2 CURVE

select z=loglO(phosphorus)
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX}
CURVE "AXES

^BOUNDARY "CLEAR COLOR=3 +

label label="Boron" cm c.rect=2 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}

label label="Phosphorus" cm c.rect=3 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}-l

$ Plot the active doping concentrations
select z=loglO(active(boron)) +
LABEL="Electrical Doping Concentration (1/cm3)" +
TITLE="Pre-GIO PFET (B/1OKeV/3.5E15)"
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX} BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY} +
LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXX} COLOR=2 CURVE
select z=loglO(active(phosphorus))
plot.ld X.VALUE=@{EXTX} "BOUNDARY "CLEAR COLOR=3
CURVE "AXES

+

label label="Boron" cm c.rect=2 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}

label label="Phosphorus" cm c.rect=3 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}-l

$ Plot G versus GB Concentrations
select z=loglO(gb(boron)) +
LABEL="Chemical Doping Concentration (1/cm3)" +
TITLE="Pre-GIO PFET G/GB Boron"
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX} BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY}
LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXX} COLOR=6 CURVE
select z=loglO(boron-gb(boron))
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX)
BOUNDARY "CLEAR COLOR=2 +
CURVE "AXES
label label="G Boron" cm c.rect=2 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}

label label="GB Boron" cm c.rect=6 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}-l

$ Additional Thermal Processing
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+

diffuse INERT TEMPERAT=1000 TIME=5/60
diffuse INERT TEMPERAT=720 TIME=154.0

$ PFET Post-GIO Implant Plots

$ Plot Boron and Phosphorus Concentrations
select z=log10(boron) +
LABEL="Chemical Doping Concentration (1/cm3)" +
TITLE="Post-GIO PFET (B/10KeV/3.5E15)"
plot.ld X.VALUE=@{EXTX} BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY}
LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXX) COLOR=2 CURVE
select z=log10(phosphorus)
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX} ^BOUNDARY

CURVE

+

^CLEAR COLOR=3 +

AAXES

label label="Boron" cm c.rect=2 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}

label label="Phosphorus" cm c.rect=3 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}-l

$ Plot the active doping concentrations
select z=loglO(active(boron)) +
LABEL="Electrical Doping Concentration (1/cm3)" +
TITLE="Post-GIO PFET (B/10KeV/3.5E15)"
plot.ld X.VALUE=@{EXTX} BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY} +
LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXX} COLOR=2 CURVE
select z=loglO(active(phosphorus))
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX} ABOUNDARY
CURVE

ACLEAR

COLOR=3 +

AAXES

label label="Boron" cm c.rect=2 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}
label label="Phosphorus" cm c.rect=3 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}-l

$ Plot G versus GB Concentrations
select z=loglO(gb(boron)) +
LABEL="Chemical Doping Concentration

(1/cm3)" +

TITLE="Post-GIO PFET G/GB Boron"
plot.ld X.VALUE=@{EXTX} BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY}
LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXX} COLOR=6 CURVE
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+

select z=log10(boron-gb(boron))
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX}
CURVE AAXES

^BOUNDARY ^CLEAR COLOR=2 +

label label="G Boron" cm c.rect=2 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}

label label="GB Boron" cm c.rect=6 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}-1

$ PFET Source/Drain/Gate Implant

implant boron dose=@{GIl} energy=10 impl.tab=boron +
@{DAM} d.recomb

$ PFET Pre-Activation Plots

$ Plot Boron and Phosphorus Concentrations
select z=log10(boron) +
LABEL="Chemical Doping Concentration (1/cm3)" +
TITLE="Pre-Act PFET (B/10KeV/3 .5E15)"
plot.ld X.VALUE=@{EXTX} BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY}
LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXX} COLOR=2 CURVE

+

select z=loglO(phosphorus)
plot.ld X.VALUE=@{EXTX}

CURVE

ABOUNDARY

ACLEAR COLOR=3

+

AAXES

label label="Boron" cm c.rect=2 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}
label label="Phosphorus" cm c.rect=3 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}-l

$ Plot the active doping concentrations
select z=loglO(active(boron)) +
LABEL="Electrical Doping Concentration (1/cm3)" +
TITLE="Pre-Act PFET (B/10KeV/3.5E15)"
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX} BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY} +
LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXX} COLOR=2 CURVE

select z=loglO(active(phosphorus))
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX}

ABOUNDARY
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ACLEAR COLOR=3

+

CURVE ^AXES

label label="Boron" cm c.rect=2 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}

label label="Phosphorus" cm c.rect=3 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGXI y=@{PLEGY}-1

$ Plot G versus GB Concentrations
select z=logl(gb(boron)) +
LABEL="Chemical Doping Concentration (1/cm3)" +
TITLE="Pre-Act PFET G/GB Boron"
plot .1d X.VALUE=@{EXTXI BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY}
LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXX} COLOR=6 CURVE

+

select z=log10(boron-gb(boron))
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX} ^BOUNDARY ^CLEAR COLOR=2 +
CURVE "AXES

label label="G Boron" cm c.rect=2 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}

label label="GB Boron" cm c.rect=6 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}-1

$ Activation Anneal

DIFFUSE INERT TIME=5/60 TEMPERAT=1000
EXTRACT OXIDE X=@{EXTX) THICKNESS PREFIX="Oxide Thickness"

$Deposit Al Contact

deposit ALUMINUM THICKNES=.05 spaces=5

$ PFET Post-Activation Plots

$ Plot Boron and Phosphorus Concentrations
select z=log10(boron) +
LABEL="Chemical Doping Concentration (1/cm3)" +
TITLE="Post-Act PFET (B/10KeV/3.5E15)"
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX} BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY}
LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXX} COLOR=2 CURVE
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+

select z=loglO(phosphorus)
plot.ld X.VALUE=@{EXTX}
CURVE ^AXES

^BOUNDARY ^CLEAR COLOR=3 +

label label="Boron" cm c.rect=2 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}

label label="Phosphorus" cm c.rect=3 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}-1

$ Plot the active doping concentrations
select z=loglO(active(boron)) +
LABEL="Electrical Doping Concentration (1/cm3)" +
TITLE="Post-Act PFET (B/10KeV/3.5E15)"
plot.ld X.VALUE=@{EXTX} BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY} +
LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXXI COLOR=2 CURVE

select z=loglO(active(phosphorus))
plot.ld X.VALUE=@{EXTX}
CURVE ^AXES

ABOUNDARY ACLEAR

COLOR=3 +

label label="Boron" cm c.rect=2 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}

label label=" Phosphorus" cm

c.rect=3

size=0.5

x=@{PLEGX}

y=@{PLEGY}-1

$ Plot G versus GB Concentrations
select z=loglO(gb(boron)) LABEL="Chemical Doping Concentration (1/cm3)" +
TITLE="Post-Act PFET G/GB Boron"
plot.1d X.VALUE=@{EXTX} BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY} +
LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXXI COLOR=6 CURVE

select z=log10(boron-gb(boron))
plot.ld X.VALUE=@{EXTX}
CURVE AAXES

ABOUNDARY ACLEAR

COLOR=2 +

label label="G Boron" cm c.rect=2 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}

label label="GB Boron" cm c.rect=6 size=0.5 +
x=@{PLEGX} y=@{PLEGY}-1

$ Plot net doping in all regions
select z=log10(doping) +
LABEL="Net Active Doping Concentration (1/cm3)" +
TITLE="Post-Act PFET"
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plot.ld X.VALUE=@{EXTX} BOTTOM=@{PMINY} TOP=@{PMAXY}
LEFT=@{PMINX} RIGHT=@{PMAXX} COLOR=6 CURVE

+

select z=logl0(active(boron))
plot.ld X.VALUE=@{EXTX} ABOUNDARY ACLEAR COLOR=3 +

CURVE

AAXES

$ Save the run

structure truncate bottom y=@{CUTY}
SAVEFILE OUT.FILE=@{PATH}/@{FILE} .sf

$ Plot the Structure
option plot.out=@{PATH}/@{FILE}grid.ps

$ Whole Grid
plot.2d grid clear

$ Capacitance Extraction

ELECTRIC X=@{EXTX} MOSCAP PMOS LOW QM V="5
OUT.FILE=@{PATH}/@{FILE}.lcap

-5

-0.1" +

+

ELECTRIC X=@{EXTX} MOSCAP PMOS HIGH QM V="5 -5
OUT.FILE=@{PATH}/@{FILE}.hcap

-0.1"

ELECTRIC X=@{EXTX} MOSCAP PMOS DEEP QM V="5
OUT.FILE=@{PATH}/@{FILE}.dcap

-0.1" +

-5

$ Extract Parameters

$ Make sure foreach loop sweeps in positive direction
EXTRACT OUT.FILE=@{PATH}/@{FILE}.ext +
PREFIX="PGATE TS4v65 Extracted Parameters"
EXTRACT OXIDE X=@{EXTX} THICKNESS +
PREFIX="Oxide Thickness = "
EXTRACT POLYSILI X=@{EXTX} THICKNESS +
PREFIX="Poly-Silicon Gate Thickness
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=

SELECT Z=boron
extract polysili x=@{EXTX} INT.EXT +
PREFIX="Final Boron Dose = "
FOREACH DEPTH (0 to 1 STEP 0.01)
EXTRACT SILICON X=@{EXTX} Y=@{DEPTH} +
Y.EXTRAC VAL.EXTR PREFIX="Si "
END
FOREACH DEPTH (-0.204 to 0 STEP 0.002)
EXTRACT POLYSILI X=@{EXTX} Y=@{DEPTH} +
Y.EXTRAC VAL.EXTR PREFIX ="PSi "
END
FOREACH DEPTH (-0.024 to 0.003 STEP 0.0005)
EXTRACT POLYSILI X=@{EXTX} Y=@{DEPTH} +
Y.EXTRAC VAL.EXTR PREFIX = "ZPSi "
END
SELECT Z=active(boron)
FOREACH DEPTH (-0.204 to 0 STEP 0.002)
EXTRACT POLYSILI X=@{EXTX} Y=@{DEPTH} +
Y.EXTRAC VAL.EXTR PREFIX ="APSi "
END
FOREACH DEPTH (-0.024 to 0.003 STEP 0.0005)
EXTRACT POLYSILI X=@{EXTX} Y=@{DEPTH} +
Y.EXTRAC VAL.EXTR PREFIX = "ZAPSi "
END
EXTRACT CLOSE

(
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